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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Statement of the Problem
Modern society has become dependent on fossil fuel energy worldwide which is straining

the limited supply of conventional fuels and raising their prices. Moreover, CO2 emissions from
the vehicles utilizing the fossil fuel for transportation are considered a major contributor to the
global warming and acidifying the oceans. Eventually, it is necessary to develop electrical
energy storage to meet the energy demand as renewable sources are intermittent, and to power
upcoming plug-in electric vehicles.
Lithium-based batteries (LB) are considered as the best portable energy storage,
providing the highest energy content per given weight and volume compared to other battery
types. Sony Corporation first commercialized the Li-ion Battery (LIB) in a cell phone and a
camcorder, after that this technology has revolutionized the wireless system like cell phones,
laptop computer, digital cameras, iPads and other portable electronics. Moreover, the recent
developments of smart phones and tablet computers have delivered more user experience, but
these developments continue to demand more operating cycles in electronic devices with thinner
and lighter LIBs of higher stored energy. LIBs have been considered to displace the internal
combustion engine by powering the electric vehicles. However, the employment of LIBs in
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), plug in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) and pure electric
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vehicles (PEV), needs from two to five times more energy density than the present lithium
batteries technology can offer (150 Wh/kg).
In order to increase the energy density of LIBs, sophisticated cell engineering should be
employed by either using high voltage cathode active materials as electrodes or by developing
high capacity anode and cathode electrode materials. Many efforts have been devoted in the
investigation of both carbon, metal and metal oxide materials for high performances and high
capacity anode in LIBs. Among them, Sn and SnO2 based anode materials are very attractive due
to easier fabrication, abundance and low cost and twice as much higher capacity than current
graphite anode. However, high volume expansion, poor electron transport, capacity fading, and
low coulombic efficiency, are the main limitations that have to be overcome before they can be
used as effective anodes. It is therefore a worthwhile engineering challenge to overcome this
serious limitation by devising and developing novel anode configurations that will maximize the
specific capacity while maintaining a highly stable Sn-based anode composite material.
Unlike LIBs, rechargeable lithium–air (O2) batteries (LAB)

have received much

attention due to their extremely high theoretical energy densities come from (i) pure lithium
metal as anode and (ii) the cathode - oxygen, which comes from the surrounding air. However,
there are still many scientific and technical challenges especially on the electrolytes needs to
overcome to make rechargeable LAB ready to the market. Several serious problems must be
solved to assure proper cyclability and therefore rechergeability, including: i) decomposition of
the organic electrolyte at the cathode, ii) protection of cathode from CO2 and H2O by means of a
proper O2-permeable membrane, iii) lowering of the Li2O2 oxidation overpotential on charge.
Another key point is to obtain higher current densities from the battery, which can be pursued by
improving the electrolyte conductivity, and by lowering the interfacial contact resistance among
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the compartments. Hydrophobic ionic liquids (ILs) were tested for applications in LABs because
of its low vapor pressure, good ionic conductivity, high electrochemical and thermal stability.
The hydrophobicity of ILs makes it advantageous for LABs, since it reduces the compatibility
problems with the Li anode. However, ILs are still lacking the O2 solubility, Li+ transferences,
and lower viscosity which requires more research for applicability to both LIBs and LABs.
Therefore, it is very essential to improve the properties (both physical and electrochemical) of
IL- based electrolytes for the rechargeability of LABs.

1.2

Dissertation Objectives
As a high energy-density material Sn has the limitation of contraction/expansion during

the charge-discharge cycling. In order to synthesize a stable electrode material, proper
engineered nanomaterials are needed as a form of matrix support. Therefore, Sn-based anodes
are attached with carbonaceous material to provide mechanical support to limit the Sn volume
expansion while assisting in electron conductivity. According to this pattern, this study focuses
on the development of highly dispersed SnO2 nanoparticles in a 3D matrix of a recently explored
state-of-the art material, graphene. The purpose of using graphene is to provide chemical and
mechanical stability and increase the conductivity while maximizing the specific capacity. The
synthesis and study of this composite will focus on the thorough understanding of the behavior
of nano-SnO2 particles in a highly dispersed state within the graphene. Carbon-coating of Sn and
SnO2 particles without graphene will be explored to improve the anode performance. Carboncoating can control the anode-interface reactions the electrolyte and can control the volume
expansion of the particles. Size effect of carbon-coated Sn particles will be studied to increase in
capacity and improved stability. Finally, compatibility of different IL electrolytes and their
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ternary mixtures will be investigated for Li-O2 batteries. In this study, two different ionic liquids
composed of imidazolium- and pyrrolidinium- bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide with a lithium
salt of the same anion will be investigated for different physical and electro-chemical properties.
The overall improvement on the cyclic performance of Li-O2 battery will be demonstrated by
employing the ternary ILs. Upgraded high performance capabilities in terms of capacity and
cyclability are expected upon the perfection of this technology.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter describes the battery chemistry and all the necessary parameters for the
investigation of the materials. This section also reviews the fundamentals and relevant works
connecting to the electrode materials and electrolytes for lithium batteries.

2.1

Battery Details
Battery is an electrochemical cell that converts stored chemical energy into electrical

energy from controlled redox reactions (oxidation-reduction). Each cell comprises of three major
elements: positive terminal, or cathode, a negative terminal, or anode and electrolytes that allow
ions to move between the cathode and anode (illustrated in Figure 2.1). Electrons pass through
externally from anode to cathode (or vice versa) to complete the current flow to power the load.
Two categories of batteries are available: primary and secondary batteries. In Primary
batteries, irreversible redox reactions transform chemical energy to electrical energy with the
exhaustion of the reactants. In secondary or rechargeable batteries, redox reactions can be
reversed by applying the current to the cell, which approximately restores the active materials.

6

Load
Flow of electrons

-

+
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In
Separator
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Flow of ions

Figure 2.1 A schematic diagram of a galvanic secondary battery.

2.1.1 Battery Features
2.1.1.1 Cell Potential and Capacity
The standard cell potential (E0Cell) can be determined the difference between the standard
cathode potential (E0C), and the anode potential (E0A), as
E0C - E0A = E0Cell
In order to obtain the actual cell voltage in the fully charge condition of the battery, the
voltage can be estimated from Nernst equation as follows1:
ECell = E0Cell – RT Ln Q
Where, Q is the chemical quotient for the overall cell reaction and R is the gas constant
(R = 8.31 J/kmol). Cell voltage is expressed in Volts (V).
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The cell capacity is the total amount of electric charge delivered at the rated voltage
measured as amp-hours (A•h). Usually gravimetric specific capacities are used dividing by the
mass of the active material, mill ampere-hours per gram (mAh/g). C-rate is used to report cell
capacity as a function of current, which is defined as the current a battery can deliver to fully
discharge in one hour. C-rate can also be expressed in terms of specific capacity:

(

)

(
(

⁄ )
⁄ )

In most cases theoretical specific capacity is used to calculate the C-rates (e.g. 1/10 C to
10 C) in order to determine the rate performance of the battery. At the higher applied current (or,
higher C-rate), fast reaction kinetics needs to perform with higher mass transfer and ion diffusion
which depend on the electrode materials and the electrolyte.

2.1.1.2 Energy and Power Density
The volumetric energy density is derived per unit volume of the cell and is often
mentioned as Wh/lt, where lt stands for liter. This value is dependent upon the density of the
components and the design by which the various materials are connected together. The specific
energy density, Wh/kg, is per unit mass of the cell or per unit mass of the active electrode
material. It is derived from the product of the specific capacity and the operating voltage in one
full discharge cycle. Figure 2.2 is showing the comparative chart of different secondary batteries
and gasoline in terms of practical and theoretical energy density in Wh/kg. The power density is
the power that can be derived per unit mass of the cell (W/kg). At higher rates, indicating higher
currents relating to higher power densities, the specific energy tends to decrease rapidly, hence,
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the capacity. This trade-off between power and energy density can be expressed in a Ragone plot
given in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2 Relative energy density of some common secondary cell chemistries and gasoline2.

Figure 2.3 Regone plot between energy and power density of some rechargeable batteries.
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2.1.2 Electro-Analysis Techniques
Four parameters can be measured in an electrochemical experiment – potential, current,
charge and time. The response of a system depends on which parameter is used as the excitation
signal. In most electrochemical techniques, there are three electrodes – the working electrode, the
reference electrode and the counter (or auxiliary) electrode. The three electrodes are connected to
a potentiostat, an apparatus which controls the potential of the working electrode and measures
the resulting current. The different combinations of parameters and working electrode types
make for a list of techniques, including cyclic voltammetry, linear sweep voltammetry,
chronoamperometry, chronopotentiometry, pulsed techniques and others.

2.1.2.1 Chronopotentiometry
Chronopotentiometry (CP) is a method in which a constant current is applied to the
electrode and the resulting potential change is plotted versus time. A typical chronopotentiogram
is shown in Figure 2.4. The curve can be understood by considering the reactions at the electrode
surface. The minimum electrode potential is required to drive a reaction that will support the
constant current. The electrode potential will be stable (will show as a voltage plateau) when a
species is oxidized or reduced more easily than the solvent. The potential of the electrode moves
toward the next stable potential of the system when the concentration of that species at the
electrode surface moves toward zero.
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Figure 2.4 Typical chronopotentiogram plot of voltage vs. time.

2.1.2.2 Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
In a CV experiment, the potentiostat applies a potential ramp to the working electrode to
gradually change potential and then reverses the scan, returning to the initial potential and
measures the current resulting from the applied potential. These values are then used to plot the
CV graph of current versus the applied potential as shown in Figure 2.5.
CV experiment indicates the events that constitute the electrochemical reaction at the
electrode. However, CV experiments can be used for a variety of applications, including: the
determination of Nernstian (reversible) or non-Nernstian (irreversible) behavior of a redox
couple, the number of electrons transferred in an oxidation or reduction, formal potentials, rate
constants, reaction mechanisms, and diffusion coefficients.
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Figure 2.5 Typical cyclic voltammetry plot of current (μA) vs. voltage (V).

2.1.2.3 Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV)
In LSV experiments, the electrode potential is varied at a constant rate throughout the
scan and the resulting current is measured. Figure 2.6 illustrates an LSV measurement made. In
most electrochemical experiments, the studied species must be in a conductive supporting
electrolyte. These values are then used to plot the LSV graph of current versus the applied
potential. All potentials are specified in relation to the reference electrode. Each peak shows on
the graph at a potential characteristic of the reacting species, the type of supporting electrolyte
and the working electrode type.
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Figure 2.6 Typical linear sweep voltammetry plot of current (μA) vs. voltage (V).

2.2

Lithium Batteries
Pioneer work on lithium metal batteries started in 1972. Although lithium is the lightest

metal with high voltage and energy density (3.86 Wh/kg), safety issues was the main problem to
develop it as rechargeable batteries. For this reason, researcher developed non-metallic lithium
batteries replacing with lithium ions, makes it more safe with slightly lower energy density.

2.2.1 Lithium Ion Battery (LIB)
Lithium-ion batteries were first proposed by M.S. Whittingham at Binghamton
University, at Exxon, in the 1970s3. Whittingham used titanium (II) sulfide as the cathode and
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lithium metal as the anode. The electrochemical properties of lithium intercalation in graphite
were first discovered in 1980 by Rachid Yazami et al., at the Grenoble Institute of Technology
(INPG) and French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) in France. They showed the
reversible intercalation of lithium into graphite in a lithium/polymer electrolyte/graphite halfcell. Their work was published in 1982 and 19834,5. In 1981, Bell Labs developed a workable
graphite anode6 to provide an alternative to the lithium metal battery. Following cathode research
performed by a team led by John Goodenough, in 1991 Sony released the first commercial
lithium-ion battery. Their cells used layered oxide chemistry, specifically lithium cobalt oxide.
Lithium ion batteries are currently the most advanced rechargeable batteries used in
portable devices. The most noticeable advantage of lithium ion batteries is their high energy
density on both the gravimetric and volumetric basis. Figure 2.7 compares the energy densities of
different rechargeable battery chemistries, clearly outlining the superiority of the lithium ion
batteries.
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of energy densities of different rechargeable battery chemistries.7

2.2.2 Basic Principles of Lithium Ion Batteries
A typical lithium ion battery cell consists of a cathode (positive electrode), an anode
(negative electrode), and an intervening electrolyte solution containing dissociated lithium ions.
A separator is used to electronically isolate the electrodes but allows the exchange of lithium
ions between them. Figure 2.8 illustrates the basic operating principle of a lithium ion battery.
During discharging the two electrodes are connected externally by a load. The electrons released
by the chemical reactions at the anode pass through the external load to supply the electrons
required by the chemical reactions at the cathode. Simultaneously the lithium ions move in the
same direction (from anode to cathode) in the electrolyte. In this way the chemical energies in
the anode and cathode materials are electrochemically extracted to generate electricity. The
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opposite occurs during charging: electrons move from cathode to the anode through the external
circuit and lithium ions move from cathode to the anode through the electrolyte.

Figure 2.8 Basic components of the first lithium ion battery8.

The cathode half-cell reaction (with charging being forwards) is:

The anode half-reaction is:

The externally supplied electrical energy is used to return the cathode and anode materials to
their charged states.
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2.3

Carbon-based Anodes
Graphitic carbon comprised of extended sheets of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms arranged

in hexagonal rings which extend in two dimensions are known as graphene sheets. These sheets
can be stacked in an “ABAB” (hexagonal graphite) or less common “ABCABC” (rhombohedral
graphite) pattern.

Figure 2.9 Lithium-graphite intercalation compounds: (a) structure of LiC6 and (b) schematic
representation of potential profile of stage formation9.

The electrode potential of graphitic carbon is very close to that of the Li/Li + redox couple
(≈0.2-0.05 V vs Li/Li+). A maximum of one lithium per six carbons (LiC6) can be intercalated in
the Van der Waals gaps above and below a carbon hexagon, limiting the specific theoretical
capacity to ≈372 mAh/g. On intercalation, the graphite structure shifts to an “AA” stacking type
(Figure 2.9 (a)), passing through a number of characteristic phases, as the amount of lithium
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increases10-12. The different phases (stages I, II, III, and IV), are shown schematically in Figure
2.9 (b).

Figure 2.10 Mother of all graphitic forms. Graphene is a 2D building material for carbon
materials of all other dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up into 0D buckyballs, rolled into 1D
nanotubes or stacked into 3D graphite13.

Graphene is a flat monolayer of sp2 carbon atoms tightly packed into a two-dimensional
(2D) honeycomb lattice which is the building block for carbon allotropes of every other
dimensionality. It can be stacked into 3D graphite, rolled into 1D nanotubes, or wrapped into
fullerenes. These materials have superior electrical conductivities to graphitic carbon, high
surface areas of over 2600 m2/g, chemical tolerance, and a broad electrochemical window that
would be very advantageous for application in energy technologies. Recently, graphene
nanosheets as anode materials were investigated and exhibited large reversible capacity14-18, even
though the graphene nanosheets of 3-7 nm thick layers corresponding to 10-20 stacked
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individual monoatomic graphene layers. It is well known that the performance of nanomaterials
largely depends on their structures and morphologies, therefore, the graphene sheets with fewer
layers may have better electrochemical performances. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the
graphene sheets of ca. 0.7 nm thickness could provide the highest storage density (with a Li4C6
stoichiometry) by density of states calculations19.

2.4

Tin (Sn)-based Anodes
Due to the high theoretical specific capacity, abundance and environmentally benevolent

nature, Tin has been considered as one of the most promising alloying mechanism –based
anodes:
4.4 Li+ + Sn + 4.4 e- ↔ Li4.4Sn
Wen and Huggins20 carried out electrochemical lithiation of Sn at elevated temperatures
and found that Sn could react with lithium to yield seven different Li–Sn line phases within the
Li–Sn phase diagram: Li2Sn5, LiSn, Li7Sn3, Li5Sn2, Li13Sn5, Li7Sn2, and Li22Sn5. Based on the
maximum alloy of Li22Sn5, Sn has the theoretical specific capacity 994 mAh/g. Although Sn has
a lower gravimetric capacity than Si and metallic lithium, Sn is an attractive anode material due
to its volumetric capacity of about 2000 mAh cm-3, which is higher than that of even metallic Li
and is comparable to Si21. However, Sn atoms tend to aggregate during repeated cycling,
inducing rapid loss of capacity of the electrode. The drawback in these high capacity materials is
that they undergo significant volume expansions upon Li-insertion, which can be 300%. These
expansions during charging and subsequent contractions that occur during discharging result in
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cracking, which in turn produces active material that is no longer in electrical contact with the
remainder of the electrode and, therefore, the capacity fades significantly within the first cycles.
The use of nanostructures is a popular approach for improving the electrochemical
response of these electrodes7,22-24 It is in fact expected that the passage from bulk to
nanostructures results in: i) a higher interfacial area, this leading to higher charge/discharge rates;
ii) shorter path lengths for Li+ ion transport, this resulting in an increase in power capabilities;
and iii) accommodation of the strain of lithium insertion/removal, thus improving the cycle life.
In Figure 2.11, the degree of cracking of the nanosized particles can be minimized22.

Figure 2.11 Model: 1st lithiation (is 1st alloying with lithium) of a loosely packed small particle
size metallic material. Even 100% volume expansion of the individual particles does not crack
them as their absolute changes in dimensions are still small22

The use of nanoscale Sn may be improved by compositing with carbon. Therefore,
different strategies have been followed to prepare Sn/C composite: i) depositing Sn nanoparticles
onto carbon/graphene, ii) coating of carbon on Sn nanoparticles, and iii) template assisted
synthesis. The improvement of a Sn-carbon composite was achieved by reducing the size of Sn
particles from about 200 nm to 50 nm using a newly designed synthetic procedure involving
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pyrolysis of an organic tin precursor infiltrated organic gel under an Ar atmosphere, as shown in
Figure 2.12 (a)25. The resulting Sn/C composite had a reversible capacity of 500 mAh g-1 without
capacity fading after 200 cycles and the full cell combined with a LiNi 0.5Mn1.5O4 cathode
showed a highly stable cycle performance over 100 cycles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12 TEM images of a Sn–C composite material (a)25 and Sn nanoparticles encapsulated
in hollow carbon spheres obtained by hard template-assisted method (b)26.

The template-assisted technique was employed to fabricate Sn@C nanocomposites26
(Figure 2.12 (b)). In this synthetic procedure, SiO2 spheres were used to template the formation
of SnO2 hollow spheres followed by the deposition of a thin layer of carbon on the surface of the
SnO2 hollow spheres. Carbon layer was deposited by the carbonization of glucose under
hydrothermal conditions. Subsequent calcination of in N2 reduced SnO2 to Sn forming a structure
of encapsulated Sn nanoparticles in hollow carbon spheres with 74 wt% of Sn loading. Since the
hollow carbon spheres provide space for volume excursion during LixSn alloying and de-alloying
reactions, the Sn@C composite showed high capacity of over 800 mAhg-1 for the first 10 cycles,
and a high capacity 550 mAhg-1 after 100 cycles.
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Even if the Sn nanoparticles could be made sufficiently small initially, subsequent
cycling often leads to aggregation into larger Sn particles, which results in the capacity fading.
Hence the problems of stabilization of Sn nanoparticles in the carbon matrix and preservation of
an electronically incorporated network have still to be resolved.

2.5

Tin Oxide (SnO2)-based Anodes
SnO2 can intercalate twice the amount of Li (783 mAh/g) compared to graphite, which

makes it an attractive anode material27-29. A nanometric matrix of Li2O is generated during first
charging by reducing SnO2 to metallic Sn, which is an irreversible reaction. This overall
electrochemical reactions involves 8.4 Li for one SnO2, corresponding to the theoretical capacity
1491 mAh/g but from the second reversible step it reduced to 783 mAh/g 29-34.
The following reactions are involved:
4Li+ + 4 e-+ SnO2 ↔ 2Li2O + Sn
xLi+ + x e- + Sn ↔ LixSn (0 ≤ x ≤ 4.4)
However, tin oxide anodes face the same problem of drastic volume change during
cycling as the metallic tin electrode and the formation of matrix Li2O leads to high first cycle
irreversible capacity. The Sn-oxide anode showed improved capacity retention compared to
metallic Sn, which was mainly ascribed to the resulting composite structure consisting of
electrochemically active Sn and an inactive lithium phase such as Li2O. However, upon repeated
cycles, coarsening of Sn particles occurs and causes a large volume change and destruction of the
Li2O matrix phase. Drastic volume expansion/contraction can develop a large internal stress
which leads to pulverization of the Sn oxide anode material, which eventually degrades the
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capacity retention. There is a great advantage of using nanostructured and uniformly distributed
SnO2 particles, because they can reduce the absolute volume change of Sn nanoparticles35. Most
importantly, carbon-incorporated nanostructured SnO2, such as carbon coated SnO2, SnO2/
nanofibers, SnO2/carbon nanoparticles, SnO2/CNTs and SnO2/graphene, have been studied
extesnsively27,36-42. For example, mesosphere core/shell SnO2 (Figure 2.13) can be formed by
solvothermal synthesis where carbon mesospheres laden with crystalline SnO2 nanoparticles
using a suitably formulated water–ethanol mixture43. The experimental values for the first charge
and discharge capacities are reported as 2358 and 1303 mAh/g, respectively. However, due to
the thick shell layer and micrometer-sized particles, the capacity retention after 30 cycles was
60%, indicating that mesosphere structure was substantially destroyed.

(a)
(b)

Figure 2.13 SEM image (a) and charge/discharge capacities (b) as a function of cycle number in
the carbon mesospheres laden with crystalline SnO2 electrode43.

Another example of C-SnO2 compostite anode is graphenes anchored with SnO2
nanoparticles for enhanced the cycle life. Honma et al.27 obtained SnO2-graphene
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nanocomposites (Figure 2.14) by reassembling graphene nanosheets in ethylene glycol with the
presence of SnO2 nanoparticles. The existence of SnO2 nanoparticles can prevent the restacking
of graphene to graphite platelets during cycling. The anode exhibits a reversible capacity of 810
mAhg-1 at 50 mAg-1 with the capacity retention of 570 mAhg-1 after 30 cycles. Therefore,
SnO2/graphene nanostructures are very promising candidates for future high-capacity anode
materials in lithium-ion batteries.

Figure 2.14 SEM images (a) and (b) charge/discharge profile of SnO2/graphene
nanocomposite27.

2.6

Lithium-Air Battery (LAB)
With the expanding market for portable electronics and the expectation of the electrication of

transportation, such as electric vehicles (EVs), energy storage is attracting more interest than at
any time in the past. At present, the capacity of the state-of-the-art lithium ion battery is less than
200 Wh/kg1. While it is known that the theoretical energy density of gasoline is 13,000 Wh/kg
with the practical energy density for automotive applications is 1700 Wh/kg (considering the
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energy conversion efficiency of 12.6%)44, still much higher than lithium-ion batteries. Therefore,
radically different approaches are required in order to fulfil the very demanding requests of
energy storage. A very interesting approach in this sense is offered by the lithium-air battery
(LAB), also called lithium-oxygen (Li-O2), which belongs to the family of the metal/air devices1.
Among all these metal-air batteries, lithium-air battery shows the highest theoretical energy
density. It has a much greater energy density than other rechargeable batteries45,46 as shown in
Figure 2.3. A further expected benefit of the initially proposed Li–O2 architecture was that the
cathode active material (oxygen) could be readily accessed directly from the environment. The
lithium–air battery may achieve a high practical specific energy as its theoretical specific energy
is 11,431 Wh/kg Li, assuming that Li2O2 is the product, starts with Li (0.006941kg/mol) and the
equilibrium potential is 2.96V.

The concept of Li–air chemistry was first introduced by Littauer and Tsaiat Lockheed in
197647, but it received little attention until a Li–O2 battery system based on non- aqueous
electrolyte was presented by Abraham48 in 1996; their battery composed of a lithium anode, an
organic-impregnated polyacrylonitrile electrolyte, and a carbon cathode. The rechargeability of
the Li–O2 battery was explored by Bruce49 in 2006, by replacing the polymer electrolyte with an
organic electrolyte, used Li2O2 embedded into carbon and MnO2 as a cathode. The huge specific
capacity and relatively simple configuration of the Li–O2 battery quickly established much
attention around the world.
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Table 2.1 Electrochemical reactions and energy densities of the various rechargeable batteries.

Battery Types

Lead–acid

Ni–Cd

Ni-MH
LIB

Li-S

Cell Reactions

Specific Energy (Wh/kg)
Theoretical Actual/Practical

Pb + PbO2 +2H2SO4
2PbSO4 + 2H2O

170

30-50

2NiO(OH) + Cd + 2H2O
2Ni(OH)2+Cd(OH)2

245

45-80

280

60-120

400

110-160

2600

~400

NiOOH + MH
Ni(OH)2 + M
LiC6 + 2Li0.5CoO2
2LiCoO2 + C6
+
xLi +S8+eLi2Sx
+
Li2Sx+ Li +e
Li2S2 or
Li2S

Zn-Air

2Zn+O2

2ZnO

1084

~400

Li-O2

2Li+O2

Li2O2

11,680

~2000

Li–O2 battery is comprised of a lithium metal foil anode, a Li+ conductive electrolyte
(comprising a dissolved lithium salt) and a thin carbon composite air cathode. During the
discharge the Li metal anode oxidizes to Li+ (Li → Li+ + e-) and electrons flow through an
external circuit, while Li+ diffuses towards the cathode via the electrochemical potential gradient.
Oxygen from the atmosphere is reduced at the cathode, and combines with Li + to form Li2O2 or,
at a lesser extent, Li2O (either a two or four electron process)50,51. On charge, the lithium oxides
are converted back to Li and O2.
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Figure 2.15 The schematic of an aprotic Li–O2 battery and the oxygen electrode structure44

There are four types of Li-air batteries based on electrolytes as shown in Figure 2.16: i)
aprotic/non-aqueous electrolytic type, ii) aqueous electrolytic type, iii) mixed/ hybrid electrolytic
type, and iv) solid-state electrolytic type52. All Li-air battery systems use lithium metal as the
anode and oxygen gas as the cathode material. These four Li-air batteries’ architectures are
outlined in Figure 2.1652. However, all of these four systems’ electrochemistry differs according
to the electrolyte types as depicted in Table 2.244.
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Figure 2.16 Four chemical architectures of Li–O2 batteries52
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Table 2.2 Electrochemical reactions, advantages, and disadvantages of various Li–O2 batteries44.

Types

Cell Reactions

Advantages

Disadvantages

Non-aqueous
(aprotic)

2Li+ + 2e- + O2 =
Li2O2
(2.96 V)
4Li+ + 4e- + O2 =
2Li2O
(2.90 V)
4Li+ + O2 + 2H2O =
4LiOH
(alkaline electrolyte)
4Li+ + O2 + 4H+ =
4Li+ + 2H2O
(acidic electrolyte)
4Li+ + O2 + 2H2O =
4LiOH
(alkaline electrolyte)
4Li+ + O2 + 4H+ =
4Li+ + 2H2O
(acidic electrolyte)
2Li+ + 2e- + O2 =
Li2O2
(3.10 V)

High theoretical
energy density,
rechargeability
No pore clogging,
no moisture effects
as
discharge products
are soluble in
aqueous system

Insoluble discharge
products,
material challenges
Lack of Li-ion
conducting
membrane,
undetermined
charging behavior

No pore clogging,
no moisture effects,
natural SEI
formation on Li
anode in
aprotic electrolyte
Good stability, may
use air,
rechargeability,
avoids dendrite
formation

Lack of solid Li-ion
conducting
membrane,
undetermined
charging behavior

Aqueous

Hybrid

Solid state

Low conductivity,
capacity
and energy density

The non-aqueous (aprotic) Li–O2 system seems to be more advantageous because the
reduction product of Li2O2 can be reversed in the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) into the
original reagents form in the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). This implies the rechargeability
of the aprotic Li–O2 battery. This is the current focus of research worldwide because of the great
promise of the electrical rechargeability53.
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2.6.1 Reaction Mechanism of Aprotic Li-O2 Battery
Abraham et al.48 proposed that Li2O2 is the dominant discharge product with more
rechargeability than the electrochemically irreversible product Li2O. The possible cathodic
reaction (ORR) mechanism could involve the following reactions54:
2Li+ + 2e- + O2 → 2Li2O2, ∆G° = -571.0 kJmol-1 (E° = 2.96 V)
4Li+ + 4e- + O2→ 2Li2O, ∆G° = - 562.1 kJmol-1 (E° = 2.91 V)
Various suggested mechanisms55-58 for O2 reduction in Li+ electrolytes have been
reported and Bruce49 proposed a possible reaction mechanism occur at the cathode during
discharge as:
O2 + e- → O2Li+ + O2- → LiO2
2LiO2 → Li2O2 + O2
Where, O2 is reduced to form O2- which binds with Li+ to form LiO2. This chemically
formed LiO2 is an intermediate and unstable; thus disproportionates to the more stable Li2O2 and
releases O2. Lithium peroxide can be decomposed electrochemically (Li2O2 → 2Li+ + 2e− + O2),
or via superoxide (Li2O2 →Li+ + e− + LiO2) allowing for rechargeability of the Li-O 2 cell.
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2.6.2 Li-O2 Battery Cathodes
Some of the major obstacles of Li-O2 Battery are limiting oxygen solubility and
diffusion, accumulation of reaction products, and the lack of effective 3-phase electrochemical
interface, which are directly determined by electrode structure design59. A common feature of all
kind of Li-O2 Battery is the air cathode based on carbon. The intrinsic characteristics of carbon,
such as porosity, surface area and morphology can affect the performances of the cell. The
capacity of the Li-O2 cell is determined by the quantity of Li2O2 that is able to be accumulated on
or within the porous cathode structure, with the blockage of available surface area and catalytic
sites for ORR. It has been reported that cathode-electrolyte interface reactions and the diffusion
kinetics are affected by the Li2O2 location inside the pores and there is a relationship between the
discharge time and the dimension of the pores which host the oxides precipitates 60. The
accumulation of Li2O2 particles in the porous matrix can block the gas and the electrolyte
transfer59. Figure 2.17 shows how the solid Li oxides would be formed and accommodated
during the discharge into micro-, meso- and macro-pores; in case of a majority of micropores the
mass transfer is blocked and the interface reactions are inhibited.
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Figure 2.17 Accommodation of Li oxides in the pores of various sizes59.

2.6.3 Li-O2 Battery Anodes
The development of rechargeable batteries with a lithium metal anode is still hindered by
two important problems: 1) the growth of lithium dendrites during repeated charge-discharge
cycles61,62 which leads to internal short-circuit of the batteries and thus severe safety issues; 2)
the low charge/discharge efficiency63. Scrosati's group64 first attempted Li-Si-C composite as
anode where the as formed alloy was Li2.6Si rather than the fully lithiated phase of Li4.4Si for Si;
the anode was still capable of operating a stable capacity of 1000 mAhg-1 over 15 cycles as
shown in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the LixSi electrode and cycling
performance of Li–O2 batteries with LixSi as the anode, Super P as the cathode, and G4–
LiCF3SO3 as the electrolyte64. Current: 200 mA gcarbon-1.

The currently used separators in Li–O2 cells cannot prevent O2/H2O diffusion to the Li
electrode; therefore, oxygen crossover can be a significant problem, leading to fast decay of the
Li electrode. To address this issue, Truong et al.65 fabricated single-crystal silicon membranes,
which are capable of conducting Li+ ions through their lattices to support current density as high
as 1 mA/cm2.
Other studies investigated various salts, LiPF6, LiTFSI, and LiAsF6 which contain
fluorine; LiF is formed as one of the main decomposition products63, which helps to protect
lithium electrode and improve its morphology and cycleability.

2.6.4 Li-O2 Battery Electrolytes
One of the biggest challenges in the development of rechargeable aprotic Li–O2 cells is to
develop a stable electrolyte. In other words, in addition to the typical requirements for
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electrolytes used in Li-ion batteries (e.g., high ionic conductivity, electronic insulativity, wide
electrochemical window, etc.), electrolytes used in Li-air batteries should have the following
characteristics66,67: (1) high stability in oxygen-rich electrochemical conditions; (2) stability
toward reaction with lithium metal; (3) high boiling point and low vapor pressure due to the open
cell system; (4) high oxygen solubility and diffusivity to facilitate the oxygen reduction and
oxygen evolution reactions on the air electrode; (5) low viscosity to improve the rate
performance of the oxygen electrode. Ideally, they also should be able to dissolve the Li–O2
reaction products (such as Li2O2), at least partially.
Currently, the applied electrolytes in non-aqueous lithium–air battery systems can be
divided into two catalogs based on the types of solvent44: carbonates (ethylene carbonate,
propylene

carbonate,

dimethyl

carbonate)

and

ethers

(tetrahydrofuran,

dioxolane,

dimethoxyethane, tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether), which solvate lithium salts, such as
LiPF6, LiBF4, LiAsF6, LiN(SO2CF3)2, and LiSO3CF3.
The intermediates during ORR (e.g., O2−, O22−, LiO2/LiO2−) can react with other
chemicals in many different ways, e.g., as a strong nucleophile, a Brønsted base, a one-electron
reductant, and an oxidant68. They can easily decompose most organic solvents. Mizuno et al.69
reported that carbonate solvents could be attacked by oxygen radicals which were generated
during discharge, leading to the formation of lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) and other lithium
alkylcarbonates (RO–(C=O)–OLi), instead of the discharge product Li2O2. The decomposition
of organic carbonates become more severe when a catalyst is applied, such as MnO2 and Pt or Pt
based alloys, etc54. Bruce and co-workers [ 99 ] studied a series of ether-based electrolytes
(tetraglyme, triglyme, diglyme, 1,3-dioxolane, and 2-methyl-THF); at the 5th discharge, no Li 2
O 2 could not be detected due to the accumulation of side reaction products70 (Figure 2.19).
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Figure 2.19 XRD patterns of the composite cathode (Super P/Kynar) cycled in 1 M LiPF6 in G4
under 1 atm O2 between 2 and 4.6 V versus Li/Li+ (current = 70 mA gcarbon-1)70.

Alternative electrolyte systems for lithium–air batteries are room temperature ionic liquid
electrolytes (RTIL). RTIL is attractive due to their low flammability, hydrophobic nature, low
vapor pressure, wide potential window, and high thermal stability. Mizuno et al.71 have shown
that N-methyl-N-propylpiperidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) amide (PP13-TFSA) is much
more stable than carbonate-based solvents (against superoxide radical), due to its less positive
atomic charge compared to that of carbonate-type solvents More recently, the mechanism of
ORR and OER reactions in ILs electrolytes has been proved by C. Allen et al.72,73 and observed
the rechargeability. Currently, lower discharge capacities were found for lithium–air batteries
using ILs compared to carbonate-based solvents, which are attributed to their higher viscosity
and hence inferior wetting of the oxygen electrode44.

Although ILs are in principle very

attractive as liquid electrolytes and are under testing in many industrial and academic
laboratories, the route to their implementation is still long.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFECT OF MICROSTRUCTURE AND TIN/CARBON RATIO IN TIN
OXIDE/GRAPHENE NANOCOMPOSITES FOR LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
PERFORMANCE

3.1

Introduction
While rechargeable lithium-ion batteries are the predominant power sources for portable

electronic devices, more advanced lithium-ion batteries with high energy and power density, rate
capability and excellent cycling stability are required to achieve economically-competitive
electric vehicles. Commercial lithium-ion batteries are usually based on carbonaceous anode
materials, like graphite, which do not exhibit the problem of dendrite formation experienced in
the initially employed lithium metal anode.74,75 . However, graphite displays a low theoretical
charge capacity (372 mAh/g) and a low practical energy density.76,77 Moreover, the chemical
diffusion coefficient of the lithium ion is always less than 10-6 cm2/s in a graphite anode, which
results in a low power density of the battery.78
Sn and Si have achieved much attention for their respective high theoretical capacities of
994 mAh/g and 4200 mAh/g. Compared to Si-based materials, SnO2-based materials have
advantages of lower price and easier processing for lithium-ion battery anodes.79 However, both
Sn and Si undergo significant volume expansion upon Li-insertion, which can be as high as
300%.80 The volume expansion/contraction can result in cracking, which in turn leads to active
material which is no longer in electrical contact with the remainder of the electrode and resultant
poor cycle life and capacity fading.
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Consequently, various efforts have been devoted to eliminate such a problem by applying
different morphological schemes, example of which include, SnO2 nanorods,81 nanowires,82,83
nanobelts,84,85 nanotubes,86,87 hollow spheres88,89 and mesoporous structures.90 The utilization of
nanoparticles91,92 seems to be a promising route to lessen the pulverization problem because it
can reduce absolute local volume changes and also the diffusion path of lithium ions. Another
option is to introduce a suitable matrix, such as graphene,93-96 TiO2 nanofibers,97 carbon
nanofibers,98 etc., to accommodate the volume change and to dissipate the local mechanical
stress on SnO2 nanoparticles.
Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a 2D honeycomb lattice, has
superior electrical conductivity and a high surface area of over 2600 m 2/g.99,100 As such,
chemically reduced graphene oxide (rGO) has been investigated as a 2D conductive template on
which SnO2 nanoparticles are decorated to build a 3D interconnected porous network to improve
the mechanical stability and Li+ ions storage capacity.93-96 Paek et al.93 reported a charge capacity
of 570 mAh/g at a current density of 100 mA/g after 30 cycles for SnO2–graphene anode
material prepared by the physical mixing of graphene nanosheets and SnO2 nanoparticles. Zhu
et al.95 reported a discharge capacity of 649 mAh/g after 30 cycles at a current density of 50
mA/g for SnO2–graphene, where the sample was prepared by a co-precipitation method. Long
cycle life with superior charge–discharge capacities and rate capability of the SnO2/graphene
nanocomposites were not reported. Failure of these anode materials can be attributed to the
inadequate dispersion of the SnO2 nanoparticles on the graphene support. Most recently,
Dimitrijevic et al. demonstrated theoretically that inter-particle spacing is an important design
criterion for higher mechanical stability.101 It was supported by experimental works102,103 relating
to void spaces acting as a buffer region for particle expansion. No report has been published on
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the evaluation of various microstructural changes based on SnO2 content in the nanocomposite
anode. An improved microstructure with highly dispersed nanoparticles may minimize volume
expansion stress and avoid anode fracture. Moreover, SnO2 nanoparticles tend to agglomerate
with prolonged cycling which inevitably reduce the lithium storage capability as a result of
hindered Li+ ion diffusion and formation of unstable SEI.104 Therefore, properly designed anode
architecture should be developed to minimize the aggregation of particles while keeping the
electrode components highly conductive and active for electrochemical performance.
The present study is a systematic investigation of four different levels of SnO2 content,
i.e. 25, 43, 60, and 82 wt%, with various particle distributions on graphene support matrix.
Correlation between the Li-ion cell performances and Sn/C ratio and microstructure of the
SnO2/graphene nanocomposites is investigated. The particle size and the corresponding interparticle spacing were evaluated by transmission electron microscope imaging technique before
and after cycling. The electrochemical performances were examined using multiple current
density cycles.

3.2

Experimental

3.2.1 Materials
SnCl4.5H2O (Tin(IV) chloride pentahydrate, Sigma-Aldrich, 98%), NaOH (Mallinckrodt
Chemical Inc.), nano graphene platelet (N006-P, Angstron Materials Inc.), ethyl alcohol
(Mallinckrodt Chemical Inc.) and Ar gas (ultra high purity grade, 99.99% Ar from Metro
Welding Supply Corp.) were used as received without further purification.
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3.2.2 Preparation of SnO2/graphene nanocomposites
SnO2 nanoparticles were synthesized by sol-gel method using SnCl4.5H2O105 as a
precursor. 75 mL of a 0.1 M NaOH aqueous solution was added at a rate of 1 mL/min to an
aqueous solution of SnCl4.5H2O (0.05 M, 150 mL) under vigorous stirring. The resultant light
white solution was sonicated (Branson 2510, 100 W) for 10 min. At the same time, two hundred
mg of graphene nanoplatelets was mixed with ethylene glycol using an ultrasonic probe
(Microson XL-2000, QSonica, LLC, 100 W) to make a dispersion with a concentration of 1
mg/mL. The dispersed graphene was added to the light white solution and stirred for three hours.
The resulting solution was then centrifuged at 3000 rpm (Eppendorf International, Centrifuge
5804R) to collect the precipitate. The precipitate was washed with DI water and ethanol
sequentially until the pH of the filtrate was close to 7. The solid product was dried under vacuum
and heat treated at 400 °C for 2 h in an Ar atmosphere. Four different concentrations of SnO2 in
SnO2/graphene, i.e., 25, 43, 60, and 82 wt%, were prepared.

3.2.3 Materials Characterization
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained using a JEOL JEM-2010
microscope. The samples were prepared by the dispersion of the materials in ethanol using
sonication and drop-casting onto carbon-coated TEM grids and dried in air. Length of the
particle diameter and the inter-particle distances were measured using AMT-600 from Advanced
Microscopy Techniques Corp. A line connecting to the desired end points could give the linear
measurement with a corresponding label. The morphology of these samples was also examined
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL JSM-7600F. Powder X-ray diffraction
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(XRD) was performed using a Rigaku SmartLab high resolution θ/2θ XRD system with a
graphite monochromator with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5406 Å). Scattering angles (2θ) of 5-80° at
a scanning rate of 3°/min was used. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted with a
thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA, Perkin Elmer Pyris-1) from 25 to 1000 °C at a rate of 10
°C/min under controlled airflow. The carbonaceous sample was burned in a TG furnace and the
residue was Sn (IV) oxide.

3.2.4 Electrochemical tests
To fabricate an electrode, sample powder (SnO2/Graphene) was mixed with 10 wt%
conductive carbon (CNERGY Super C65, Timcal Graphite & Carbon) and pressed onto an
expanded Cu microgrid (2Cu6-077F, Dexmet Corporation).

The material was then assembled

into test cells (#2032 coin cell) using lithium-metal foil as the negative electrode, a micro porous
polypropylene separator (Celgard 2320), and an electrolyte of 1 M LiPF6 in a 1:1(w/w) mixture
of ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). Cells were assembled inside an
argon filled glove box where both the moisture and oxygen content were below 1 ppm. All cells
were tested at a constant current density of 100 mA/g between fixed voltage limits of 2V to
0.01V using a Maccor series 4200 battery tester. Moreover, the 25 wt% SnO2/graphene sample
was tested at 50 mA/g current density in a cycling test. The current density and electrode
capacities were calculated based on the total mass of SnO2 and graphene. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy measurement was performed using a Gamry Reference 3000 from 1
MHz to 0.01 Hz at 3.5 mV rms.
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3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1 TGA analysis
TGA was performed in air, in order to quantify the amount of SnO2 in the
nanocomposites. Figure 3.1 shows the TGA profiles of different nanocomposite samples along
with pristine graphene and bare graphite (for comparison). SnO2 mass percent is determined to
be about 82, 60, 43, and 25% respectively in four different samples of SnO2/graphene
nanocomposites. The pristine graphene and graphite had the greatest weight loss at 620°C and
710 °C, respectively, and the composites were stable until 680°C. These results are consistent
with previous reports.106-108 Weight loss of graphene at a temperature as low as 200°C is
attributed to pyrolysis of the labile oxygen-containing functional groups such as OH, COOH,
etc.109 However, this low temperature weight loss was not observed for SnO2/graphene materials
because these functional groups were removed during the nanocomposite synthesis process.
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Figure 3.1 TGA curves of different SnO2/graphene composite with 82, 60, 43, and 25 wt %
SnO2, pristine graphene nanosheets and graphite.

3.3.2 Microstructure characterization
3.3.2.1 SEM observations
The morphology and structural features of the SnO2/graphene nanocomposites were
studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyses. Figures 3.2(a), (b), (c), and (d) present the
corresponding SEM images of the SnO2/graphene nanocomposites with different SnO2
nanoparticle concentrations of 82, 60, 43, and 25 wt%, respectively. Microstructural changes
can clearly be observed while changing the SnO2 content in the composites. Micron-sized
agglomerated SnO2 particles are evident for the 82 and 60 wt% (Figures 3.2(a) and (b))
composites, which are not attached to the graphene sheets. Whereas, in the 43 wt% composite
(Figure 3.2(c)), few numbers of nanometer scale clusters of the particles are obvious. No visible
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cluster of the nanoparticles can be identified for the 25 wt% composite (Figure 3.2(d)). A
uniform distribution of the SnO2 nanoparticles in the 2D graphene matrix with substantial void
spaces is observed for the 25 wt% SnO2/graphene nanocomposite (Figure 3.2(e)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

0.5 μm

Figure 3.2 SEM images of (a) 82, (b) 60, (c) 43, and (d) lower magnification and (e) higher
magnification of 25 wt% SnO2 concentrations in SnO2/Graphene composites.

3.3.2.2 TEM observations
High magnification HRTEM images (Figures 3.3(a), (b), (c), and (d)) of all four samples
reveal the distribution of SnO2 nanoparticles on the graphene sheets. The average particle size
(based on 40 – 100 counts per material) of SnO2 was determined to be 6.78 ± 0.4 > 5.55 ± 0.5 >
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3.87 ± 0.2 > 1.9 ± 0.1 nm for 25, 43, 60, and 82 wt% composites, respectively. The inter-particle
distances are measured as 1.8 ± 0.1 and 2.19 ± 0.33 nm for 25 and 43 wt% nanocomposites,
respectively. The difference in the inter-particle distances between the 25 wt% and 43 wt%
samples can be attributed to particle size and agglomeration. The accurate inter-particle distances
couldn’t be measured for 60 and 82 wt% composites, as the particles are agglomerated and
closely attached to each other. Dimitrijevic et al.101 predicted by modeling that cracking damages
during Li-insertion can be minimized by keeping the interparticle spacings at least 1.5 times their
diameter. However, their calculations was based on the periodical occupation of spherical Sn
with 3D matrix. Hence, the interparticle distances are decreased in the order of 25 > 43 > 60 and
82 wt% composites compared to their particle diameters. Based on Figure 3.3(d), 25 wt%
composite is showing the nanoparticles are spaced adequately apart from each other. This
particular microstructure minimizes the mechanical instability which refers to the
microcracking/crumbling

of

the

alloy

material

for

Li+

insertion/removal

during

charging/discharging.110 In 60 and 82 wt% SnO2 samples (Figures 3.2 (a), (b) and 3.3 (a), (b)), it
is seen that nanoparticles are agglomerated into bigger clusters of few nm to micron sized and
these particles are anticipated to be freestanding rather than attached to the matrix (graphene
sheets). When the loading of SnO2 is decreased to 43 and 25 wt%, the uniformly dispersed
nanoparticles are attached on the surface of graphene sheets (Figures 3.3(c) and (d)). These
findings indicated that only when the contents of SnO2 is reduced to 25 wt%, good dispersion of
SnO2 nanoparticles with optimum inter-particle distances occurred.
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Figure 3.3 TEM images of SnO2/Graphene composite with (a) 82, (b) 60, (c) 43, and (d) 25 wt%
SnO2. Yellow lines are indicating the length of the nanoparticles and red lines are the
measurement of inter-particle distances.

3.3.2.3 XRD analysis
To identify the crystalline structure, the XRD pattern of the as-prepared nanocomposite
powder was investigated (Figure 3.4). The diffraction peaks at around 27, 34, 52, and 66° are
assigned to the index numbers of SnO2 (110), (101), (211), and (301), respectively. No impurity
diffraction peaks due to metallic Sn or other tin oxides are present. These peaks are in good
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agreement with the tetragonal rutile structure of SnO2 particles which present as cassiterite
following the reference pattern JCPDS 41-1445. In the XRD pattern, the progressively
broadened diffraction peaks with lowering the SnO2 content from 82 to 25 wt% are due to the
smaller grain sized particles in the samples. The Scherrer formula was used to calculate the
crystal size of the SnO2 particles: d = 0.9(cos), where  is the x-ray wavelength,  is the full
width at half maximum intensity, and  is the angle corresponding to the peak. Using the
Scherrer equation for the (101) peak (2 = 34°), the sizes of SnO2 crystals in the 25, 43, 60, and
82 wt% SnO2 are 4, 8, 11, and 12 nm, respectively. Average particle sizes were calculated based
on Scherrer equation which includes contributions from grains and agglomerates. Hence, from
the TEM images and the XRD patterns, the individual particle sizes are around 2-3, 4-8, 6-11,
and 7-12 nm for 25, 43, 60, and 82 wt% composites, respectively. The larger SnO2 nanoparticles
with higher Sn/C ratios are attributed to the higher initial Sn4+ ion concentrations in the
precursors.111 The major diffraction peak is at ~27° (002) for graphene platelets which is located
in the same peak position of SnO2 (110) in the SnO2/graphene nanocomposites.
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Figure 3.4 XRD pattern of the SnO2/graphene nanocomposite for 82, 60, 43, and 25 wt% SnO2
and pristine graphene nanosheets.

3.4

Electrochemical characterization
To evaluate the storage capacity and cyclability, the 25, 43, 60, and 82 wt%

SnO2/graphene nanocomposites were used as cathodes for lithium ion half-cell configurations
with respect to ‘Li’ as anodes. Figure 3.5 (a) shows the galvanostatic first cycle charge-discharge
profiles for the anodes measured at a current density of 100 mA/g and cutoff voltage range of
0.01 V - 2.0 V. In the first discharging (Li insertion) process, all samples show plateau at around
1.0 V- 0.8 V, which is also observed for the graphene anode. The plateau can be attributed to the
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formation of solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) and Li2O and Sn according to the reaction: SnO2 +
4Li → Sn + 2Li2O.112 This plateau becomes progressively smaller when the loading of SnO2
decreased from 82 to 25 wt%, indicating that Li2O is formed in smaller quantities as a result of
lower loading of SnO2 in the nanocomposites. This plateau nearly disappeared from the second
cycle for only the 25 wt% sample, which suggests that there is lower first cycles irreversible
capacity losses with well dispersed SnO2 nanoparticles in the nanocomposite. For charge cycles,
the SnO2-graphene nanocomposites showed a plateau at around 0.5 V due to the reaction: Li xSn
↔ Sn + xLi+ + xe- (0 ≤ x ≤ 4.4) with the maximum 4.4 Li insertion for one Sn for the formation
of Li22Sn5 alloy.113,114 Lithium can intercalate with graphite according to the reaction: Li + + 6C+
e- ↔ LiC6.115 The lithium intercalation/deintercalation potential in the graphene layers of
graphite is ~0.2-0.1 V.116 The potential plateaus at around ~ 0.1 V become progressively larger
with the lower SnO2 content in the composites. This observation implies that the synergistic
effect of both SnO2 and pristine graphene is enhanced with proper morphology of SnO2
nanoparticles and good dispersion on the graphene sheets.
A comparative study of specific capacities with cycling of four nanocomposites, pure
SnO2 nanopowder and pristine graphene are shown in Figure 3.5 (b). In the first cycle at a
current density of 100 mA/g, the anode materials deliver the lithium insertion capacity (the
discharge cycle) of 1730, 1310, 1200, 1044, 595, and 1461 mAh/g for the 82, 60, 43, 25 wt%
SnO2/graphene nanocomposites, pristine graphene, and pure SnO2 nanopowder, respectively.
Theoretical capacity of SnO2 for the first cycle lithium insertion process is 1494 mAh/g.95,112 It is
well-known that in the initial cycle, the irreversible capacities of lithium ion batteries are mainly
caused by the formation of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) films, as a result of the irreversible
reactions of lithium ions with electrolyte species. SEI films have the permeability for lithium
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ions and protect the electrode surface from further reactions with electrolytes.112,117 The first
cycle irreversible reaction to form Sn and Li2O from Li+ and SnO2 is also responsible for the
capacity loss.113,114 After 30 cycles, pure SnO2 nanopowder electrode (Figure 3.5 (b)) exhibits a
rapidly decayed discharge capacity of 178 mAh/g (12% retention of the initial capacity), whereas
pristine graphene exhibits stable capacity of 375 mAh/g (63% retention of the initial capacity).
The main reason of rapid capacity fading for pure SnO2 nanoparticles is the large volume
expansion of Sn during alloying reaction with lithium, leading to pulverization of the
electrode.21,23 The 82 wt% composite exhibited similar trend of early cycle decay as the pure
SnO2 nanoparticles. Though the 60 wt% composite exhibits better capacity retention in the early
cycles, after 30 cycles the capacity retention is very low (only 183 mAh/g, 14% of initial
capacity). Based on the results for the pristine graphene and pure SnO2 electrodes, the cycling
instability is attributed to the diminishing electrochemical activity of the Sn particles. Hence,
graphene matrix alone cannot provide sufficient stabilizing effect to the composites with higher
Sn content.
For the 43 wt% composite, an improvement to the capacity retention is observed
compared to 60 and 82 wt% composites, with a reversible capacity of 400 mAh/g and slower
fading rate of 1.1% after 30 cycles, compared to 5.2 and 4.1% for 82 and 60 wt% composites,
respectively. This improvement of cycling stability with higher capacity is likely due to the
smaller size and better dispersion of nanoparticles on the graphene sheets. However, the average
inter-particle distance is about 2.2 nm for these 4-8 nm diameter SnO2 particles, which still
cannot provide the sufficient spacing and dispersion for good structural stability with cycling.
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Figure 3.5 (a) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profile for first and second (dotted line) cycle and
(b) cyclic performance at a current density of 100 mA/g for the samples of 82, 60, 43, and 25
wt% SnO2 in the composites, SnO2 nanopowders, and pristine graphene nanosheets.
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Further improvement of the capacity retention is observed for the 25 wt% SnO2
composite (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). The discharge capacity is 662 mAh/g after 150 cycles and 640
mAh/g after 30 cycles at 50 and 100 mA/g current densities, respectively. The theoretical
capacity of 25 wt% SnO2/graphene was calculated to be 753.5 mAh/g based on the theoretical
capacity of SnO2 (782 mAh/g) and pristine graphene (744 mAh/g)118. The observed capacities of
25 wt% SnO2/graphene are comparable to the theoretical capacity, suggesting that there are
synergistic effects to improve cyclic performance. This distinct performance can be attributed to
the microstructure optimization of the composite. SEM and TEM images (Figure 3.2 and 3.3)
reveal that graphene sheets are well-separated and SnO2 nanoparticles are highly dispersed on
the matrix. The average diameter of SnO2 nanoparticle is around 2-3 nm with ~2 nm interparticle spacing. With this particle size and spacing, SnO2 nanoparticles can react with lithium
without developing excessive internal stress and form a stable SEI layer on the surface of the
particles.119,120 Better dispersion can lead to the less re-stacking of the graphene nanosheets with
cycling which can act as a better lithium storage electrodes.94,96 Furthermore, well-dispersion can
enhance the benefits of conductive graphene network in the electrode. Hence, well-distributed
nanoparticles on graphene should exhibit stronger synergistic effects of both graphene and Sn
nanoparticles with enhanced capacity retentions. Although at 50 mAh/g current density, the 25
wt% composite shows higher discharge capacity 662 mAh/g after 150 cycles with high
coulombic efficiency of 95%, a slow capacity fading with cycling is still evident as seen in
Figure 3.6 (a). This suggested that at this smaller current density, 2 nm sized particles with very
high surface area can increase the surface interactions with the electrolyte; such instances may
result in the unwanted side reactions, forming an insulating and Li+ impeding layers, which may
affect the corresponding anode cyclic performances.121,122
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To further elucidate the effects of microstructural improvement to the electrochemical
performance of the 25 wt% SnO2/graphene electrode, the rate capabilities were evaluated at
different current densities, as shown in Figure 3.6 (b). The discharge capacity of the 25 wt%
SnO2/graphene electrode decreases as the current density increases, and the electrode shows a
stable specific capacity of 525 mAh/g at a current density of 300 mA/g and 445 mAh/g at a
current density of 500 mA/g. These results are much more promising than the previous studies.9396

When the current density reaches 1000 mA/g, the capacity becomes stable at 230 mAh/g.

After cycling at high current densities, the cell is galvanostatically discharged/charged again at a
current density of 300 mA/g, and substantial capacity is recovered without noticeable capacity
fading. This result indicates a fully preserved microstructure of the nanocomposite electrode
after cycling even at higher current rates.
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Figure 3.6 (a) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profile for different cycles in inset and cyclic
performance at a current density of 50 mA/g, (b) rate capability study of 25 wt% SnO2/graphene
nanocomposite.

3.5

TEM observations after cycling
The TEM images in Figures 3.7 (a) and (b) show the 82 and 25 wt% SnO2/graphene

nanocomposites in the de-lithiated condition after 100 charge-discharge cycles. Large Sn
nanoclusters (>15 nm) on graphene nanosheets for the 82 wt% sample are evident, compared
with around 7 nm before cycling (Figure 3.3). This can be attributed to aggregation of Sn on the
graphene nanosheets upon cycling. On the other hand, for the 25 wt% sample, Sn nanoparticles
are well-spread out on the graphene sheets and retained a size of around 3 nm after cycling,
which is comparable to the original particle size. Furthermore, in Figure 3.7(a), larger and
agglomerated Sn particles are pulverized to several nano- and micron-sized particles for 82 wt%
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loading, whereas, in Figure 3.7(b), nano-sized particle distribution was observed for 25 wt%
electrodes without any pulverization.103 Figure 3.8 is the schematic representation of four
SnO2/graphene composites before and after cycling. After cycling, the 82 (Figure 3.7(a))
composite has more agglomerated and larger particles than the 25 wt% (Figure 3.7(b)) composite
and micron-sized Sn-clusters are surrounded by nano-sized particles.91 The least particle
expansion with stable inter-particle distances can be observed for the 25 wt% SnO2/graphene
composite after the electrochemical cycles.

(a)

(b)

5 nm

5 nm

Figure 3.7 TEM images of (a) 82 and (b) 25 wt% SnO2/graphene after 100 discharge/charge
cycles.
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Figure 3.8 Schematic illustrations of 82, 60, 43, and 25 wt% SnO2/graphene nanocomposites
before and after electrochemical cycling.

3.6

Impedance spectroscopy analysis
Figure 3.9 shows the AC impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for 25 and 82 wt%

SnO2/graphene electrodes before cycling and after 100 cycles, along with the equivalent circuit
model (inset). In these Nyquist plots, the intercept at the Zreal axis corresponds to the solution
resistance (Rs), which represents uncompensated total resistance of the electrolyte, separator and
electrical contacts. The diameter of the semicircle in the high to middle frequency region
includes the superposition of the impacts of the surface films (resistance to Li + ion migration)
and the charge transfer resistance (Rct) coupled with the relevant double layer capacitance
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(constant phase element (CPE).123 The inclined line at lower frequencies represents the Warburg
impedance (W), which is associated with lithium ion diffusion in the SnO2/graphene
nanoparticles. There is very little difference among the Rs values (6-14 Ω) of all four composites
before and after cycling. Rct values are listed in Table 1 for the composites at different cycles. It
can be seen that there is an increase in the value of Rct with cycling for 82 and 60 wt%
composites, which can be attributed to the increase in the inter-particle contact resistance
induced by continuous SEI formation on the particles during cycling.123 Moreover, the increase
in Rct as wt% of SnO2 increases could be due to the higher degree of agglomeration and lack of
homogeneity in the electrode resulting in poor electric contact.124 On the other hand, for the 43
and 25 wt% composites, Rct values decrease with cycling which can be mainly ascribed to an
enhanced electron and Li+ ion transport for well-dispersed SnO2 nanoparticles on the graphene
sheets which facilitates a stable passive layer formation on the nanoparticles.108 The higher
graphene content with the same amount of carbon black could increase the conductivity resulting
in the lower Rct.

Table 3.1 AC impedance spectroscopy results of the charge transfer resistance (Rct) values of 82,
60, 43 and 25 wt% SnO2/graphene nanocomposite electrodes.

Rct (Ω)
SnO2/Graphene
Electrodes

Before cycling

After 100 cycles

82 wt%

316

498

60 wt%
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394
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Figure 3.9 Nyquist plots of 82 and 25 wt% SnO2/graphene anodes before and after 100
discharge/charge cycles.

3.7

Summary
Optimum ratio between tin and graphene in the SnO2/graphene nanocomposite anodes

demonstrated smaller particle size of SnO2 with the increased inter-particle spacing, which
results in the highly dispersed nanoparticles on the graphene support matrix. Likewise,
improvement of the SnO2 dispersion within the composite results in improved capacity retention
as well as rate capability.
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CHAPTER 4
TERNARY IMIDAZOLIUM-PYRROLIDINIUM-BASED IONIC LIQUID
ELECTROLYTES FOR RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-OXYGEN BATTERIES

4.1

Introduction
The commercial potential of Li-O2 rechargeable batteries is tremendous due to their

extremely high theoretical energy density of 12 kWh.kg-1 (excluding oxygen), which is
comparable to that of gasoline125. For automotive applications, Li-O2 battery technology may be
viable if it can provide 1.7 kWh.kg-1 of energy to the wheels after losses from the battery
chemistry. However, this technology is suffering with several issues related to electrodes and
electrolyte such as lithium metal corrosion, electrolyte decomposition, wettability, cathode
structure retention, catalyst selection, among others, which result in a large irreversibility and
poor cycle life125,126. Previous reports on electrolytes127-129 suggest that conventional carbonate
based electrolyte decomposes during the discharge process to produce irreversible byproducts
such as alkyl carbonates and lithium carboxylates; and during the charging process, the oxidative
decomposition of these byproducts130 lead to CO2, CO, and other gases instead of O2. It has been
found that this decomposition process is favored by the highly reactive superoxide radical anion
(O2•-) formed through single-electron reduction of oxygen (O2 + e- → O2•-)127,131,132. Ether-based
electrolytes exhibit good stability for the first cycle but deteriorate upon cycling133-135. Another
polar solvent, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), is not stable against a Li anode as it can absorb
moisture from the air136. Other recently studied electrolyte candidates are amides137 and
acetonitrile129, which are also not sufficiently stable against the oxygen radical to prevent
autoxidation133,137.
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As a potential electrochemically stable electrolyte for Li-O2 batteries, ionic liquids (IL)
are promising candidates due to their hydrophobicity, low volatility, low flammability, wide
potential window, and high thermal stability. Among a variety of room temperature ionic liquid
configurations, imidazolium138-140 and pyrrolidinium141-143 based ILs have attracted the most
attention

as

next-generation

Li-ion

battery

electrolytes.

Pyrrolidinium

salts

of

bis(trifluromethanesulfonul) imide (TFSI) have demonstrated high stability or low reactivity
towards the superoxide radical anion144. Although PYR14TFSI is stable, its high viscosity (100
centipoise) and low conductivity (1.4×10-3 S cm-1)145 limit the diffusion rate of lithium ions in
the electrolyte. On the other hand, various imidazolium based molten salts have demonstrated
better cyclability compared to pyrrolidinium in lithium batteries146 because of the higher ionic
conductivity and lower viscosity.
Hence, a mixed imidazolium and pyrrolidinium based IL electrolyte could provide the
stability and conductivity needed for both Li-air and high power Li-ion batteries (LIB). For
instance,

a

ternary

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide,

ionic

liquid:

1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium

N-cyanoethyl-N,N,N-trimethylammonium

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide, and LiTFSI, exhibited a discharge capacity close to the
theoretical value with good compatibility with a LiCoO2 cathode147. For Li-O2 batteries,
Cecchetto et al. investigated a mixture of PYR14TFSI: TEGDME-LiCF3SO3 (1:1) and observed a
lower overvoltage with higher conductivity for the electrolyte mixture than TEGDME alone148.
However, the cyclability of this mixed electrolyte for Li-O2 batteries was not reported. Up till
now, there have been increasing efforts at developing new electrolytes; however, to the best of
our knowledge, no ternary ILs based electrolyte for Li-O2 batteries has been reported.
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The present study aims to investigate ternary mixtures (IL1-IL2-Li-salt) of imidazolium
and pyrrolidinium based ILs for Li-O2 applications. BMIMTFSI was chosen as the imidazolium
based IL as it has high ionic conductivity (4 mS.cm-1) and lower viscosity (32 centipoise),
whereas, PYR14TFSI as a pyrrolidinium based IL as a stable solvent. Herein, different ternary
mixtures of BMIMTFSI+PYR14TFSI+0.5M LiTFSI were prepared to study the effect of IL
composition on ionic conductivity, electrochemical stability, lithium transference number, and
Li-O2 battery performance. It was found that 4:1 (BMIMTFSI:PYR14TFSI) mixed electrolyte
enhanced both cyclic performance and columbic efficiency compared to BMIMTFSI or
PYR14TFSI used alone.

4.2

Experimental

4.2.1 Ternary mixtures of electrolyte preparation
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl imide) (BMIMTFSI) (SigmaAldrich), and N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide (PYR14TFSI)
(TCI America) were used as room-temperature ionic liquids. The chemical structures are shown
in Figure 1. These ionic liquids were dried in a vacuum at 323 K for more than 24 h and stored in
a dry-argon-filled glovebox ([O2] < 1 ppm, [H2O] < 0.1 ppm). Ionic liquid - lithium salt (lithium
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)-imide, LiTFSI, Sigma-Aldrich) binary mixture electrolytes were
prepared by dissolving an appropriate amount of LiTFSI in ionic liquid. Ternary mixtures were
prepared by mixing different ratios of BMIMTFSI and PYR14TFSI ILs - 9:1 (90/10 v/v %), 4:2
(80/20 v/v %) and 7:3 (70/30 v/v %), and then dissolving an appropriate amount of LiTFSI Lisalt.
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4.2.2 Conductivity measurement
Conductivity of all pure and mixtures of ILs were determined using a digital conductivity
meter (VWR International, LLC, model 2052). All tests were measured at room temperature
inside the glove box.

4.2.3 Electrochemical Stability measurement
The electrochemical stability window of the LiTFSI-IL solutions was determined by
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) using a Gamry Reference 3000 Potentiostat in two-electrode
Teflon cells with Platinum as the working electrode (surface area 1.14 cm 2), lithium as the
counter/reference electrode, and a Whatman (GF/D) glass fiber separator saturated with the IL
electrolyte solution.

4.2.4 Li-O2 battery electrode fabrication and cell configuration
Carbon ink was prepared by mixing catalyst with Ketjen Black (KB, ECD600JD, Akzo
Nobel) carbon powders in DI water (H2O)/isopropanol (IPA) solution with Nafion binder. 25 mg
KB was physically mixed and added into 5 mL of an H2O/IPA (3:1) solution with 0.1 mL Nafion
dispersion (5 wt%, Ion Power, Inc.). Then the mixture was treated with ultrasonication for a
minimum of 2 hours until it became a smooth ink in which no particles could be found. Circular
disks of gas diffusion layer (F2GDL carbon paper, Fuel Cells Etc) with 0.5” diameter (~0.255
mm thick) were put into the ink and sonicated for 15 minutes. Later, the carbon coated GDL was
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dried at 110 oC in a vacuum oven for 12 h. The final carbon loading on the cathode was between
0.8 mg and 1 mg.

4.2.5 Li-O2 cell assembly
The Li-O2 cell was comprised of a 7/16” (diameter) circular lithium metal foil as the
anode, a Whatman GF/D glass fiber separator, and the porous air cathode described above. A 0.5
M LiTFSI/IL (BMIMTFSI or, PYR14TFSI or, the mixtures of ILs) electrolyte was used in the LiO2 cell. Lithium metal foils (99.9% pure, 0.75 mm thick, Alfa Aesar) were used as reference and
counter electrode for the half-cell configuration. The cell construction was a spring loaded
Swagelok design with active electrode areas of 1.15 cm2, similar to the design by Beattie149. The
cell was assembled in an argon-filled glove box with < 1 ppm oxygen and moisture content.
Three cells of the same electrolyte were assembled for the cycling test and the average
performance data were reported.

4.2.6 Characterization
The crystalline product on the cathode structure after the first cycle (for discharge and
charge, separately) was measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray
diffraction system. The morphology of the GDL (gas diffusion layer) surfaces after cycling was
analyzed by field emission scanning electron microscopy (JEOL JSM-7600 FE-SEM). The
cycled cells were disassembled in an Ar-filled glove box before measurements with XRD and
FESEM. The cathodes were soaked in DMSO overnight and then dried under an Ar atmosphere.
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Lithium ion transference number, TLi+, was determined by the method of ac impedance
and dc polarization measurements using Li/electrolyte/Li cell150,151, where, Whatman GF/D
glass fiber separator (530 micron thickness) was soaked with 100 µL electrolyte and then placed
in a two-electrode cell between electrodes made of 7/16”diameter of Lithium. According to this
method, the lithium ion transference number could be calculated with the following equation:
(
(

)
)

In this method, a small voltage, V (<30 mV), is applied until a steady current (Iss) is obtained
(time = 3000 s), I0 is the initial current. R0 and Rss are the lithium interfacial resistance before
and after polarization, respectively, measured by impedance spectroscopy in the 0.1-106 Hz
frequency range.
Electrochemical cycling of the assembled cells was conducted galvanostatically using a
Maccor battery tester (Maccor Inc., Model 4200) with a cut-off voltage range of 2.0 V - 4.2 V
while maintaining a constant current density.

Electrochemical tests were performed under

controlled atmospheric conditions using pure oxygen. The same cell was subjected to
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements (Gamry Instrument, Reference
3000) at the 0.1-106 Hz frequency range in order to measure the internal resistance build up
during discharge-charge cycles.
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4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Conductivity
The ILs used for this study has different cations (BMIM+ and PYR14) and the same anion
(TFSI-) as shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 (a) presents the ionic conductivity of Li salt in ionic
liquid as a function of Li salt concentration. The ionic conductivity of BMIMTFSI decreased
with increasing Li salt (LiTFSI) concentration. This is due to the increase of the viscosity of the
IL-salt mixture with the increase in the concentration of LiTFSI, thus a resultant decrease in the
mobility of ionic carriers in the electrolyte138.
Figure 4.2(b) shows the conductivities of different ratio of BMIMTFSI and PYR14TFSI
with 0.2, 0.5 and 1 M LiTFSI. Different ratios of the two cations (BMIM+ and PYR14+) in the
mixtures clearly indicate that the conductivity decreases with the increase of the fraction of
PYR14+. This might be attributed to the increased viscosity with the increased fraction of PYR 14+
in the mixtures. Previous reports found the conductivity of IL mixtures i.e., Li[NTf2],
[C3C1pyrr][NTf2] and [C3C1pyrr][FSI] vary linearly with the [FSI]- : [NTf2]- composition on a
logarithmic scale with a fixed concentration of Li[NTf2]152. However, from all other studies,
there is no fixed relationship has been established for the conductivity of ionic liquid mixtures153.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of ions comprising the ILs (a) 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
(BMIM+), (b) N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium (PYR14+) and (c) bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)
imide (TFSI-).
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Figure 4.2 Conductivity of (a) BMIMTFSI IL with different Li salt (LiTFSI) concentration and
(b) different ratio of ternary mixtures of BMIMTFSI and PYR14TFSI ILs with 0.2 M, 0.5M, and
1M LiTFSI concentration.
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4.3.2 Lithium Transference Number
The measured values of lithium transference number (TLi+) are presented in Table 1. All
electrolytes used were at 0.5 M LiTFSI concentration. As can be seen, T Li+ varies in the order of:
BMIMTFSI (0.22) > 9:1 B: P (0.09) > 4:1 B: P (0.075) > 7:3 B: P (0.06) > PYR 14TFSI (0.05),
following a similar trend with conductivity (Table 1). Saito et al.154 and Fromlin et al.155
calculated Li+ transference numbers for BMIMTFSI and PYR14TFSI as 0.1 and 0.06,
respectively. It should be noted the molar ratios of IL/LiTFSI of 0.244 and 0.233 were used to
calculate TLi+ from individual diffusion coefficients (calculated from NMR spectra) of cations
and anions. Our findings suggest that TLi+ increases with the increase of BMIM+ ions in the
mixture. It has been found that in pyrrolidinium based IL, TFSI- anions are more strongly
attracted to Li+ cations than large PYR+ cations and form ion clusters which increases the
viscosity, leading to the reduced lithium ion diffusion and mobility in the electrolyte
system155,156.

Table 4.1 Physical properties of different ternary mixture of BMIMTFSI:PYR14TFSI ILs with
0.5 M LiTFSI.

BMIM+: PYR14+
Ratio (v/v)
1:0

Ionic
Conductivity
(mS.cm-1)
2.83

Anodic
Stability
(V)
5.58

Lithium Ion
Transference
Number (TLi+)
0.22

9:1

2.02

5.65

0.09

4:1

1.97

5.76

0.08

7:3

1.84

5.72

0.06

0:1

1.40

5.85

0.05
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4.3.3 Electrochemical Stability
For lithium battery applications, it is very important to have a high electrochemical
stability window (ESW) for the electrolytes. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was conducted to
investigate the electrochemical stability of the pure and mixtures of the IL electrolytes at room
temperature. The anodic stability results are shown in Figure 4.3 for different ratio of
BMIMTFSI and PYR14TFSI ILs. The anodic stability of the electrolyte was measured from the
open circuit voltage to positive voltage limit and the maximum stable potential was defined
through the method of tangents157. In Figure 4.3, anodic (oxidation) stability voltages of the pure
ILs of BMIMTFSI (B) and PYR14TFSI (P) are 5.62 and 5.87 V vs. Li, while the mixtures have
values of 5.65, 5.73 and 5.76 for 7:3, 9:1, and 4:1 of B:P, respectively. However, all of the ILs
and their mixtures showed high anodic stability (compared to DMSO (4.8 V) and TEGDME (5.5
V))158 which is very important for Li-O2 cell applications, especially during charging. All of
these electrolytes exhibit high oxidation stability against platinum electrode, whereas for other
electrodes further study needs to be conducted.

Current Density (mAcm-2)
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Figure 4.3 Anodic stability test of pure BMIMTFSI, PYR14TFSI and different ternary mixtures
of BMIMTFSI-PYR14TFSI-LiTFSI (0.5 M) at a scan rate of 1 mV/s.

4.3.4 Electrochemical Performance
In order to delineate the correlation between the electrolyte compositions and the
overpotentials of both ORR and OER, galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles on Li-O2 batteries
are presented. Figure 4.4 (a) reports the first cycle discharge/charge curves of Li-O2 cells with a
KB carbon loaded GDL based cathode using two different binary mixtures of BMIMTFSI,
PYR14TFSI and three different ternary mixtures of 9:1, 4:1, and 7:3 BMIM+ : PYR14+ with 0.5
M LiTFSI, at a current density of 0.05 mA.cm-2 (50 mA.g-1 carbon). It can be seen that discharge
occurs at almost the same voltage of 2.5 V (vs. Li+/Li) for BMIMTFSI and 9:1, 4:1, and 7:3
BMIM+: PYR14+ electrolytes and 2.4 V (vs. Li+/Li) for PYR14TFSI IL. Significant differences on
charge voltages are apparent for the ternary IL electrolytes. Among all of the five electrolytes,
4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ shows the smallest overpotential value (0.3 V vs. Li+/Li) and PYR14TFSI
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has the largest (0.8 V vs. Li+/Li) during the charge step. This is remarkably lower value of charge
overpotential than that reported (0.44 and 0.6 V vs. Li+/Li) previously in the literature145,148.
From Figure 4.4(a), first cycle discharge capacities were found vary in the same manner
as electrolyte conductivity (Table 1): BMIMTFSI (7118 mAh.g-1) > 9:1 (6829 mAh.g-1) > 4:1
(4349 mAh.g-1) > 7:3 (3064 mAh.g-1) BMIM+: PYR14+ > PYR14TFSI (1468 mAh.g-1). Similarly,
pure BMIM, 9:1 and 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ delivered higher first cycle charge capacities (more
than 3200 mAh.g-1) than 7:3 BMIM+: PYR14+ (1496 mAh.g-1) and pure PYR14TFSI (1212
mAh.g-1) electrolytes. These results clearly demonstrate that increasing PYR14+ in the electrolyte
system significantly drops the specific capacity of the batteries. This can be attributed to the
physicochemical properties of the electrolytes, i.e., ionic conductivity, viscosity, O2 solubility,
and wettability on the electrode. As indicated from the conductivity results, with 0.5 M LiTFSI
in the mixture, PYR14+ based electrolyte become more viscous compared to BMIM+, resulting in
lower ionic conductivity (i.e., 1.1 mS.cm-1 vs. 1.86 mS.cm-1). As reported, oxygen diffusion
coefficient is also lower for PYR14TFSI (5.49 Χ 10-10 m2s-1) than BMIMTFSI (8.76 Χ 10-10 m2s1 159

)

. This reduced mas transport of both Li+ and O2 limit the ORR reactions in the double-phase

boundary in the cathode structure130,160 and result in lower capacity.

4.3.5 Ternary Mixture and pure ILs electrolyte cyclic performance
Figures 4.4 (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) illustrate the cyclability and charge/discharge profiles
for neat ILs of BMIMTFSI, PYR14TFSI and ternary mixtures of 9:1, 4:1, and 7:3 BMIM+ :
PYR14+ tested at 0.1 mA.cm-2 with 4 h of discharge time cut-off and charge from 2- 4.2 V. For
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all of the cells, the depth of discharge was fixed at 400 mAh.g-1 to limit the formation of
discharge products and to maximize the cyclability. In the inset of Figure 4.4 (b), it can be seen
that neat BMIMTFSI shows a high charge capacity of 350 mAh.g-1 with 87% coulombic
efficiency in the first cycle and the cell demonstrated good cyclability until 17 cycles. The
discharge plateau reduces after 20 cycles and charge capacity and efficiency gradually decrease,
which suggests instability and decomposition of the electrolyte that creates reaction products
other than Li2O2 and Li2O126,131,132,160,161. After 25 cycles, the charge capacity decreased to 240
mAh.g-1 with 60% coulombic efficiency.
Similar results can be observed from neat electrolyte cyclic performances of PYR 14TFSI
in Figure 4.4 (c). For PYR14TFSI (inset Figure 4.4 (c)), the charge capacity (285 mAh.g-1) is
stable until 15 cycles with 71% coulombic efficiency which is higher than that reported (about
60% coulombic efficiency) previously145. However, the cell with PYR14TFSI shows a drastic
reduction in discharge voltages below 2V, resulting in a large overpotential which can be
attributed to decreasing Li+ ion mobility in the electrolytes upon cycling. Moreover, cycling may
lead to an increase in electrolyte viscosity and poor O2 diffusion. As a result, nonhomogeneous
pore filling with the discharge products and thus clogging the porous cathode can occur162. The
cell exhibits only 142 mAh.g-1 charge capacity with 35% coulombic efficiency after 25 cycles.
The effect of composition of ternary mixtures of BMIM+ and PYR14+ based IL
electrolytes on the cycling performances of Li-O2 batteries is shown in Figure 4.4 (d).

As

shown in the inset of Figure 4.4 (d), the cell with 9:1 (90/10 v/v %) BMIM+: PYR14+ electrolyte
mixture gradually loses its capacity after the 10th cycle and shows only 73% (240 mAh.g-1) of the
initial charge capacity (327 mAh.g-1). The discharge voltage (1.5 V) decreases drastically after
the 30th cycle with an efficiency of 55%. The capacity fading and voltage instability can be
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attributed to imidazolium based (BMIM+) electrolyte degradation with highly nucleophilic O2•which results in the accumulation of the irreversible products on the Li-O2 cathode163.
The cell with 7:3 (70/30 v/v %) BMIM+: PYR14+ electrolyte mixture (Figure 4.4 (e) inset)
retains 73% (220 mAh.g-1) of the initial specific capacity (300 mAh.g-1) after the 28th cycle. The
coulombic efficiency also drops from 78 to 60%. The discharge voltage becomes much less than
2 V after the 28th cycle, which indicates large polarization of the electrode. These results indicate
that the increase in the ratio of PYR14+ in the electrolyte mixture leads to higher viscosity and
thus lowering the Li+ ion conductivity.
Interestingly, the cell with 4:1 (80/20 v/v %) BMIM+: PYR14+ ILs mixture (Figure 4.4 (f)
inset) maintains a stable capacity up to 50 cycles which is 87% (285 mAh.g-1) of the initial
specific capacity (327 mAh.g-1) and coulombic efficiency is maintained at 80%. This result
suggests that an optimal mixture of BMIMTFSI and PYR14TFSI based ILs can simultaneously
minimize decomposition while maintaining good ionic conductivity, thus enhance the cycling
performance and coulombic efficiency. The capacity retention and cycling stability is much
improved over that of previous ILs Li-O2 studies (only about 200 mAh/g and stable for 15
cycles)136,145. The discharge voltage remains stable at ~ 2.5 V and 45 cycles as shown in the inset
Figure 4.4 (f). The enhanced capacity retention is mainly due to improved Li+ ion suppleness
with lower viscosity (attributed to BMIM+ in the electrolyte) which results in better O2 diffusion
in the porous cathode. From previous reports, pyrrolidinium based cation and TFSI-/FSI- based
anions are proved to be stable with lithium/electrolyte/lithium system cyclability because of the
formation of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI)164,165. Therefore, the improved cyclability for
the 4:1 BMIM+:PYR14+ based cell may be attributed to the improved Lithium anode/electrolyte
interface stability caused by the SEI passivation layer. Moreover, the superior voltage stability
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upon cycling is attributable to the reduction of parasitic reactions originating from the electrolyte
decomposition with superoxide radicals144.
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Figure 4.4 Initial discharge and charge profiles of different binary and ternary mixtures with 0.5
M LiTFSI at a current density of 0.05 mA/cm2 (a), voltage profiles for different cycles at 0.1
mAcm-2 with 4 h discharge and charge voltage limit 4.2 V for (b) BMIMTFSI (B), (c)
PYR14TFSI (P), (d) 9:1, (e) 7:3, and (f) 4:1, B:P, respectively. Inset pictures are charge and
discharge capacity and coulombic efficiencies by cycle number of these five electrolytes.

The enhanced reversibility of 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ ternary mixture can be explained from
cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves as shown in Figures 4.5 (a) and (b). The anodic or cathodic
peak voltages of 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ mixture electrolytes agree with that obtained for
BMIMTFSI and PYR14TFSI electrolytes. However, the oxidation/reduction peak current ratio for
the mixture is higher than pure electrolytes, implying better reversibility166. CV curves display
three different anodic peaks, indicating the formation of superoxide radicals along with the
discharge products following the reactions: O2 + e- ↔ O2•-, Li+ + O2 + e- ↔ LiO2 and O2 + 2Li +
+ 2e- ↔ Li2O2. For the cell with 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+, the anodic and cathodic potentials remain
unchanged with increased scan rate (Figure 4.5 (b)) which indicates that the reaction kinetics is
not slow and reversible. Figure 4.5 (b) (inset) displays the linear relationship between the anodic
peak currents (Ip) and the potential scan rates (ν1/2) in the Randles-Sevicik plot which is also
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evident for diffusion controlled process. The Li+ diffusion coefficient has been calculated as 3.06
X 10-8, 1.86 X 10-8, and 4.44 X 10-8 cm2/s for BMIMTFSI, PYR14TFSI, and 4:1 BMIM+:
PYR14+, respectively, using the Randles-Sevick equation: Ip = [(269,000) n2/3AD1/2C] ν

1/2

,

where, n is number of electrons transferred in the redox event, A is electrode area, D is diffusion
coefficient in cm2/s, C is concentration of Li+, ν scan rate in V/s. It is seen that diffusion
coefficients in IL follows a Stokes-Einstein relationship167 with viscosity (η), i.e. D α 1/η. Hence,
the high discharge capacity with good cycling performance is ascribed to the high diffusion
coefficient (D) caused by the improvement of Li-ion diffusion for 4:1 BMIM: PYR14+.
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Figure 4.5 CV of Li-O2 electrode using (a) BMIMTFSI (B), PYR14TFSI (P), and 4:1 B: P at 0.1
mVs-1 and (b) 4:1 B: P electrolyte at different scan rates, inset picture reports the peak current Ip
versus the square root of the scan rate, ν1/2.

In order to better comprehend the reaction products formed during the redox reactions at
the Li-O2 cathode with the 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ electrolytes, XRD and FESEM analysis were
performed. From the FESEM images of the GDL air-cathode (Figure 4.6), it can be observed that
some white crystals are formed on the carbon surface after first discharge, which, from the XRD
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results, is mostly Li2O2. After first charge, the carbon displays a very smooth surface without the
evidence of any crystals, indicating complete reversibility.

Figure 4.6 FE-SEM images of GDL after (a) first discharge and (b) first charge, respectively for
Li-O2 cell containing 4:1 ternary mixture of ionic liquid was fully discharged and charged at 0.1
mAcm-2, voltage cut-off 2-4.2 V.
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From the XRD patterns (Figure 4.7), after first discharge (b), it can be concluded that the
dominant discharge (ORR) product is Li2O2. Two low intensity peaks of Li2CO3 are detected as
well. Li2CO3 can originate from the initially formed Li2O2: Li2O2 + C + ½ O2 => Li2CO3 or,
2Li2O2 + C => Li2O + Li2CO3. However, after first charge (Figure 4.7 (c)) no detectable peaks
are identified, suggesting that both Li2O2 and Li2CO3 reversibly oxidized during the charge cycle.
This result indicates a complete reversible charge/discharge cycle without electrolyte degradation
during reduction.
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Figure 4.7 XRD pattern of air-electrode performed before cycling (a), after discharge (b) and
charge (c), respectively. Li-O2 cell containing 4:1 ternary mixture of ionic liquid was fully
discharged and charged at 0.1 mA•cm-2 with voltage cut-off 2-4.2 V.
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4.3.6 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
To further examine the cathode/electrolyte interface behavior, the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy of Li-O2 cells was measured at different discharge/charge cycles.
Typical Nyquist plots for impedance are shown in Figures 4.8 (a)-(d). It is seen that all
semicircles in the Figure 4.8 are not depressed and appears to consist of only one semicircle. The
impedance spectra fit the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.8(a) inset. Ohmic resistance (RS)
values correspond to the intercepts with the real axis at the highest frequencies and can be
attributed to the electrolyte, electrode/collector contacts, and electrodes. The charge transfer
resistance (Rct) and constant phase element (CPE) corresponds to the resistance due to oxygen
reduction reaction and double-layer capacitance, respectively. Warburg impedance (W) is
attributed to the ionic diffusion process. All the values of Rct for three electrolytes before and
after multiple cycles are presented in Table 2. Before cycling (Figure 4.8 (a)), PYR14TFSI shows
lower resistance values for both RS and Rct than that of BMIMTFSI and 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+
ternary electrolyte, which might be attributed to the better wettability of the former electrolyte of
the cathodes168.
After 5 cycles (Figure 4.8(b)), the Rct increases among all of the four electrolytes in the
order of PYR14TFSI (239 Ω) > BMIMTFSI (171 Ω) > 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ (139 Ω) and Rs
values remain unchanged for all electrolytes. After 25 cycles (Figure 4.8 (c)), the Rct increases
following the same order of 5 cycling: PYR14TFSI (281 Ω) > BMIMTFSI (208 Ω) > 4:1 BMIM+:
PYR14+ (110 Ω). On the other hand, Rs remains unchanged for BMIMTFSI and 4:1 BMIM+:
PYR14+ and increases for PYR14TFSI. The augmentation of Rct after cycling might be ascribed to
the clogging of the pores from the decomposition of the electrolyte and deposition of the
discharge products, resulting in sluggish oxygen reduction reaction kinetics and diffusion of Li+
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and O2 to the electrode surface148,169. Impedance associated with the passivation of the cathode
surface by the electronically insulating discharge products can also be responsible for the
increased Rct values after cycling170. In the case of 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ ternary electrolyte, both
Rs and Rct were lower after 25 cycles than after 5 cycles. This finding suggests that the optimum
ratio of PYR14+ with BMIM+ can minimize the electrode/electrolyte interface interactions and
thus improve the rechargeability of Li-O2 batteries.
After 50 cycles (Figure 4.8 (d)), impedance (Rct) increases considerably for all of the
cells with four electrolytes: BMIMTFSI (769 Ω) > 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ (556 Ω) > PYR14TFSI
(472 Ω). This large increase in the impedance for all electrolytes indicates oxygen electrode
polarization and electrolyte decomposition. PYR14TFSI and 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ exhibit lower
values of Rct than BMIMTFSI, which might be attributed to the higher degree of electrolyte
degradation for imidazolium based IL than pyrrolidinium after prolonged cycling.

Table 4.2 AC impedance spectroscopy results of the charge-transfer resistance (Rct) values of LiO2 cells in BMIMTFSI (B), PYR14TFSI (P), and 4:1 B: P electrolytes at different cycles.

Rct (Ω)
Electrolytes

Before
Cycling

After 5
Cycles

After 25
Cycles

After 50
Cycles

BMIMTFSI (B)

105

171

208

769

PYR14TFSI (P)

53

239

281

472

4:1 B:P

89

139

110

556
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Figure 4.8 Nyquist plots of BMIMTFSI (B), PYR14TFSI (P), and ternary mixture of 4:1 B: P
with 0.5 M LiTFSI cycled at 0.1 mAcm-2 with 4 h discharge and charge voltage limit 4.2 V at (a)
before cycling, after (b) 5, (c) 25 and (d) 50 cycles.

4.4

Summary
The optimum ternary mixture of PYR14TFSI and BMIMTFSI demonstrated higher

conductivity, lithium transference number and higher anodic stability. These properties improve
the rechargeability and efficiency of the Li-O2 battery remarkably. CV, FESEM and XRD
patterns detected Li2O2 formation and reoxidation on the cathode surface during
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discharge/charge process. Also EIS results revealed the lower cathode/electrolyte interface
polarization which enhanced the cyclability of the Li-O2 battery.
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CHAPTER 5
NITROGEN-DOPED CARBON-COATED TIN/TIN-OXIDE NANOPARTICLES FOR
RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM ION BATTERIES

5.1

Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries have

had remarkable success as power sources for portable

electronic devices 171. In order to make this battery technology truly competitive for hybrid and,
fully electric vehicles, further improvement in terms of energy and power density is still
needed172-175. For this purpose, at the anode side, considerable effort has been devoted to replace
the carbon (specific capacity 372 mAhg-1) by Sn (theoretical capacity 992 mAhg-1) and SnO2
(theoretical capacity 787 mAhg-1) based materials. However, these materials suffer from poor
cyclic performance due to large volume changes during insertion/extraction of Li+, involving the
alloying/dealloying reactions (Sn + 4.4Li+ + 4.4e-↔ Li4.4Sn)176-178. In order to alleviate the
volume strain accompanying the pulverization of the Sn-based electrode materials upon cycling,
carbon incorporation with different architectures have been studied extensively, for instance,
encapsulation

of nanoparticles in hollow carbon spheres179,180, core-shell structures181,182,

carbon-coated nanoparticles183,184 and nanostructured composites with carbon185-188; however all
of these configurations are not without challenges.
Nano-sized Sn-based materials have higher elasticity and deformability and offer short
length for Li+ ion diffusion, thereby, increases the lithium storage ability of the electrode189.
However, nanoparticles tend to aggregate into larger particles during charge/discharge cycles and
pulverize, resulting capacity fading. Furthermore, nanoparticles provide high surface area which
increases the side reactions with electrolyte and forms SEI layers. This attribute enhances the
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consumption of Li+ irreversibly and contributes to the capacity fading. One strategy is the
coating of Sn or SnO2 nanoparticles by carbon to act as a passivation layer and to prevent the
aggregation183,184,190-193. Recently, very few reports have published on the N-doped carboncoated nanoparticles with higher lithium storage capability than the plain carbon-coating194-196. It
has been proven from the first principle calculations that N-doped carbon-coating can enhance
the interfacial stability and electronic conductivity, resulting improved electrochemical
kinetics197. For Sn-based anodes, no studies have been reported on the N-doped carbon-coating
yet. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the electrochemical performance of N-doped carboncoated Sn and SnO2 electrode materials for Li-ion battery.
Herein, a novel N-doped coating of Sn (NC-Sn) and SnO2 (NC-SnO2) nanoparticles by
carbonized PAN was used as a coating material. Furthermore, 18 nm N-doped carbon-coated Sn
nanoparticles (NC-Sn-18) were synthesized by chemical reduction using PVP as the carbon
source to get highly dispersed nanoparticles. The electrochemical performance of NC-Sn-18 was
compared to the larger N-doped carbon-coated Sn particles (NC-Sn-200) from PAN carbon
source.

5.2

Experimental

5.2.1 Preparation of carbon-coated Sn/SnO2 particles
SnO2 nanoparticles were synthesized by sol-gel method105 using SnCl4.5H2O as a
precursor. Five aqueous mixtures of SnCl4.5H2O (i.e. 4.4g, 233 mL) were prepared and then
0.5g, 1.0g, 1.5g, 2.5g, and 3.5g of polyacrylonitrile (PAN, PolySciences) were dispersed
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vigorously for one hour with magnetic stirrer. 0.1 M NaOH aqueous solution was added
individually in these mixtures, at a rate of 1 mL/min under vigorous stirring. The resultant white
solution was sonicated (Branson 2510, 100 W) for 10 min. The resulting solution was then
centrifuged at 3000 rpm (Eppendorf International, Centrifuge 5804R) to collect the precipitate.
The precipitate was washed with DI water and ethanol sequentially until the pH of the filtrate
was close to 7. The solid product was dried under vacuum 80°C and carbonized at two different
temperatures of 500, and 700 °C. The carbonization was performed similarly to the procedure of
Zhu et al.198, where the dried powder was placed in a tube furnace and then subjected to heating
at a rate of 10°C until 270°C and remains at 270 °C for 30 min to stabilize the coating. Then,
after cooling down to room temperature, the coating was carbonized by heating to 500/700 °C
for 2 h in N2 atmosphere. Five different concentrations of carbon-coated Sn-based materials at
two different temperatures were prepared. For brevity, the materials are designed as S-500 and S700 in the following text.
PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone, Sigma-Aldrich) based carbon-coating synthesis was followed
by chemical reduction at room temperature. Tin salt (SnCl2, 2H2O) solution in DI water was
injected to the solution containing PVP (1 g) and NaBH4 (2 g) in DI water (100 ml) where, Sn2+:
PVP was 1:5. The reaction was performed in a three-neck round-bottomed flask immersed in an
ice bath. Prior to the reaction, the system was purged by pure Ar for 20 minutes. The injection
rate of Sn salt was maintained at 1 ml/min and after adding the salt, the solution was stirred
vigorously for three hours using a magnetic stirrer. After the reaction completed, the precipitates
was collected by centrifuge and washed by ethanol and dried in vacuum oven for 12 hours.
Finally, nitrogen-doped carbon-coated Sn (NC-Sn) particles were obtained by carbonizing in a
tube furnace under Ar/H2 (5% H2) atmosphere at 500 °C for 1h.
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5.2.2 Characterization
The micrographs of the as-prepared carbon-deposited Sn particles were characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL-2010 at 200 kV) and field emission scanning
electron microscope (FESEM, JSM-7600F at 15 kV). Chemical composition analysis was done
using the equipped Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS). Powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) was performed using a Rigaku SmartLab high resolution θ/2θ XRD system with a
graphite monochromator with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5406 Å). Scattering angles (2θ) of 10-90° at
a scanning rate of 4°/min was used. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted with a
thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA, Perkin Elmer Pyris-1) from 25 to 1000 °C at a rate of 10
°C/min under controlled airflow. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was
conducted with a PHI 670 Scanning Auger Nanoprobe (Physical Electronics, Chanhassen, MN)
at 220 W X-ray powers to further investigate the binding characteristics of the samples’
composition. A survey scan was first initiated and then high resolution multiplexes on each
element of interest with 23.5 eV pass energy was performed.

5.2.3 Electrochemical tests
To fabricate an electrode, a slurry of the active materials (80 wt%), conductive carbon
(CNERGY Super C65, Timcal Graphite & Carbon) (10 wt%), and polyvinylidene fluoride (10
wt%) dissolved in n-methyl pyrrolidinone was coated onto the Cu foil substrate. The as-prepared
electrodes were dried in a vacuum oven at 100 °C for 12 h. The material was then assembled into
test cells (#2032 coin cell) using lithium-metal foil as the negative electrode, a micro porous
polypropylene separator (Celgard 2320), and an electrolyte of 1 M LiPF6 in a 1:1(w/w) mixture
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of ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). Cells were assembled inside an
argon filled glove box where both the moisture and oxygen content were below 1 ppm. All cells
were tested at a constant current density of 100 mA/g between fixed voltage limits of 2V to
0.05V using a Maccor series 4200 battery tester. The current density and electrode capacities
were calculated based on the total mass of the active materials. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy measurement was performed using a Gamry Reference 3000 from 1 MHz to 0.01
Hz at 3.5 mV rms.

5.3

Results and Discussion

5.3.1 TGA analysis
TGA was performed in air, in order to quantify the amount of Sn and SnO2 in the
composites. Figures 5.1 (a) and (b) show the TGA profiles of different samples at different
temperatures. No weight loss was observed until 300°C for S-500 materials, whereas, S-700 SnC materials are stable up to 360°C. This is attributed to difference in oxygen contents in the
materials. At 500°C, SnO2 mass percent are determined to be about 82, 69, 59, 50 and 45%
respectively in five different samples with 0.5g, 1.0g, 1.5g, 2.5g, and 3.5g precursor PAN,
respectively. The variations in the compositions with the PAN precursor are tabulated in Table
5.1.In the case of S-700, the weight increase after 520 °C resulted from the oxidation of Sn
particles (Sn + O2  SnO2) while the weight loss from 360° to 520 °C is associated to the
burning of carbon to make CO2 (C + O2  CO2). The composition of Sn for S-700 materials is
determined following the equation199: Sn (wt%) = 100 Χ (molecular weight of Sn/ molecular
weight of SnO2) Χ (final weight of SnO2/ initial weight of Sn-C materials). The calculated
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compositions are 85%, 73%, 60%, 45%, and 38% for S-700 with 0.5g, 1.0g, 1.5g, 2.5g, and 3.5g
precursor PAN, respectively. These compositions are listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1 Composition, average particle size, nitrogen contents, and first cycle charge/discharge
capacities @100 mA/g of various NC-SnO2 materials derived from different amount of PAN.

PAN

SnO2

C

(g)

(wt%)

0.5

1st cycle specific
capacity
(mAh/g)
Discharge Charge
1714
1006

(wt%)

Particle
size
(nm)

Nitrogen
content
(wt%)

82

18

12

7.3

1.0

69

31

10

8.2

1637

910

1.5

59

41

8

9.1

1637

980

2.5

50

50

8

10.3

1675

1051

3.5

45

55

7

8.4

1620

1006

Table 5.2 Compositions, average particle size, nitrogen contents, and first cycle
charge/discharge capacities @100 mA/g of various NC-Sn materials derived from different
amount of PAN.

PAN

Sn

C
(wt%)

Particle
size
(nm)

Nitrogen
content
(wt%)

(g)

(wt%)

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.5
3.5

85
73
60
45
38

15
27
40
55
62

800
500
200
180
150

4.9
5.4
6.0
4.7
3.8

1st cycle specific
capacity
(mAh/g)
Discharge Charge
1022
680
1033
773
1140
903
866
682
1136
853
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5.3.2 XRD analysis
To identify the crystalline structure, the XRD pattern of the as-prepared nanocomposite
powder was investigated (Figure 5.1). In Figure 5.1 (c) , the diffraction peaks at around 27, 34,
52, and 66° are assigned to the index numbers of SnO2 (110), (101), (211), and (301),
respectively. These peaks are in good agreement with the tetragonal rutile structure of SnO2
particles which present as cassiterite following the reference pattern JCPDS 41-1445. The low
intensity diffraction peaks due to metallic Sn is present for the S-500 materials, especially for 45
wt% sample. This is attributed to the small extent of carbothermal reduction occurs even at 500
°C with the presence of higher carbon content. The average crystal sizes were calculated by
using Scherrer’s equation200. SnO2 grain size were obtained as 12, 10, 8, 8, 7, and 10 nm
respectively, for 82, 69, 59, 50, 45 wt% and pure SnO2, respectively, for S-500 material,
obtained from the strongest (101) peak (2θ = 34°). Figure 5.1 (d) presents the XRD patterns of
the as prepared S-700 materials carbonized at 700 °C and pure Sn powder (commercial). All
diffraction peaks can be readily indexed to tetragonal tin (JCPDS card No. 04-0673). Sn particles
are showing very crystalline nature. No intensive peak belonging to carbon is detected for any of
the materials, demonstrating the amorphous carbon existence201.
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Figure 5.1 TGA curves (a) and XRD patterns (b) of different NC-SnO2 and NC-Sn materials.

5.3.3 SEM/TEM observations
Figures 5.2 (a) and (b) depict the SEM images of the SnO2-C and Sn-C materials
prepared at 500 and 700 C, respectively. Microstructural changes can clearly be observed while
changing the carbonization temperature and the precursor amount of PAN. For S-500 materials,
all SnO2 nanoparticles are well-decorated within carbon, especially for 82, 69 and 59 wt%
materials, whereas, in 50 and 45 wt% materials, SnO2 nanoparticles are predominantly
encapsulated by surrounding carbon. Spherical shaped Sn nanoparticles embedded in carbon are
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evident in the micrographs Figures 5.2 (b). During the high temperature carbothermal reduction
process, Sn particles experience the liquid state surrounded by carbon because of the low melting
point of Sn (231.9° C). When surrounding carbon is in lesser amounts, C-Sn particles become
larger in case of 85 and 73 wt% for S-700 samples. However, in the case of 45 and 38 wt%
samples, wide ranges of particle sizes are apparent because of the inhomogeneity in the system.
On the other hand, the material with 60 wt% Sn revealed homogeneous distribution of Sn
particles with an average size ca. 200 nm. This is attributed to the optimum ratio of C/Sn where
polymerization and carbonization lead to higher homogeneity in both size and distribution of the
particles.
EDS elemental mapping of the materials are presented in Figures 5.2 (c) and (d). All the
spectra are showing peaks for Sn, O, N and C, which are also evident from the elemental
mapping. Sn and SnO2 particles are covered with carbon and the presence of N in carbon are
evident. N-doping can increase the defects in the carbon structure, which leads to higher lithium
storage and Li+ diffusion197,200.
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Figure 5.2 SEM images and EDS elemental mapping of NC-SnO2 (a) and (c), and NC-Sn
materials (b) and (d), respectively.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images recorded for the S-500 and S-700
materials are shown in Figures 5.3(a)-(e) and 5.3(f)-(j), respectively. Highly dispersed fine
particles within the carbon matrix with 3-5 nm diameters are observed in all the prepared
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materials. The increase in the amorphous carbon content in the materials, thin layers to multiple
layers of carbon coating appear. In the case of 50 and 45 wt% samples, it’s hard to find the
uncovered SnO2 nanoparticles which resemble the SEM micrographs. Figures 5.3(d) inset is
presenting one single SnO2 particle (5 nm) with carbon layer of 2 nm for 50 wt% material. It is
expected that carbon layer can act as a barrier to avoid the aggregation of SnO2 nanoparticles
during Li+ insertion/extraction. Figures 5.3 (f)-(j) for S-700 materials reveal the spherical Sn
particles covered with the carbon layers. All the other materials resemble the same trend as SEM
images with varying PAN precursor, where 60 wt% shows the smaller particle (~200 nm) than
that of 85 and 73 wt% and carbon layers are increased for 45 and 38 wt% samples.

(a)

82 wt% SnO2

(b)

100 nm
(d)

50 wt% SnO2

69 wt% SnO2

100 nm
(e)

45 wt% SnO2

5 nm
5 nm

100 nm

100 nm

(c)

59 wt% SnO2

100 nm
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85 wt% Sn

(f)

73 wt% Sn

(g)

500 nm

500 nm
(i)

(h)

45 wt% Sn

500 nm

(j)

60 wt% Sn

500 nm
38 wt% Sn

500 nm

Figure 5.3 TEM images of different (a-e) NC-SnO2 and (f-j) NC-Sn materials. Inset of (d):
single SnO2 nanoparticle with carbon-coating.

5.3.4 Electrochemical characterization
The discharge/charge curves of the NC-Sn (S-500) and NC-SnO2 (S-700) nanoparticles
are shown in Figures 5.4 (a) and (b). The plateau above 0.9 V (vs. Li/Li+) in the first discharge
process (Figure 5.4(a)) corresponds to the irreversible reduction of SnO2 to form Li2O and Sn.
The voltage region below 0.6 V (vs. Li/Li+) is attributed to the Li-Sn alloy reactions. The
corresponding regions in the charge curves can also be observed, which are attributed to the
delithiation reaction. It can be noticed that first cycle discharge and charge capacity varies from
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high to low with the reduced content of SnO2. In Figure 5.4(b), a different trend can be observed
with the variation of Sn content, where 60 wt% Sn in NC-Sn electrodes shows the largest
discharge/charge specific capacity. This can be attributed to the particular combination of C/Sn
ratio with the carbon coating of Sn particles where significant Li+ can diffuse. 85 wt% NC-Sn is
showing one plateau at 1.3 V (vs. Li/Li+), which is due to the electrolyte decomposition
catalyzed by Sn202,203. The plateau at around 0.8 V is attributed to SEI formation on the surface,
while the plateaus below 0.7 V correspond to alloying reactions to form LixSn (i.e. Li2Sn5, LiSn,
Li5Sn2, Li7Sn2, and Li22Sn5)204,205. The multiple oxidation (charge cycles) voltage plateaus are
apparent after 0.8 V (vs. Li/Li+) due to the step-wise dealloying reactions occur to phase
transformation on Li extraction from LixSn alloys.
The electrochemical performance of the NC-SnO2 and NC-Sn nanoparticles in the
potential range of 0.05-2.0 V were tested up to 50 cycles. Figures 5.4 (c) and (d) compare the
electrochemical properties of the as-prepared NC-SnO2 and NC-Sn nanostructures, respectively.
The first cycle discharge/charge capacities for NC-SnO2 vary as follows: 1714/1006, 1637/910,
1637/980, 1675/1051, 1620/1006, and 1609/496 mAh g-1, with the coulombic efficiencies of
58.7, 55.8, 59.8, 62.7, 62.1, and 30.8%, for 82, 69, 59, 50, and 45 wt% NC-SnO2 and pure SnO2
respectively. All five samples have large irreversible capacities (Figure 5.4 (c)) in the first cycle.
The irreversible capacities can be ascribed to the reduction of SnO2 and the formation of a
passivating solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) film. The reversible specific capacity retentions
after 50 cycles are 33%, 21%, 41%, 62%, 48% and 4% for 82, 69, 59, 50 45 wt% NC-SnO2 and
pure SnO2, respectively. The SnO2 nanoparticles’ large initial discharge capacity declines rapidly
after 10 cycles (202 mAhg-1), which indicates the pulverization of the anode. In the same way,
higher loading of SnO2 induced more mechanical strain and pulverization upon cycling, whereas
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the increased carbon-coating layers with higher content of carbon can hinder lithium diffusion,
resulting in poor capacity. In comparison to all materials, only 50 wt% NC-SnO2 nanostructures
exhibit the best cyclic retention with the reversible capacity of 621 mAhg-1. This capacity closely
matches the theoretical capacity calculated based on the capacity of amorphous carbon as 226
mAhg-1 and SnO2 particles as 395 mAhg-1 for 50 wt% NC-SnO2. This electrochemical
performance is still superior to that reported for carbon-coated SnO2 materials183,190,191 without
nitrogen doping. For example, after 50 cycles at 100 mA/g, Chou et al.183 and Chen et al.181
found reversible capacity of 502 mAhg-1 with 90 wt% SnO2 loading and 495 mAhg-1 with74
wt% SnO2 content; whereas, Wang et al. achieved 390 mAhg-1 at 200 mA/g after 100 cycles with
core-shell SnO2/C anodes. Therefore, N-doped carbon coating of SnO2 benefitted from higher
interface charge transfer and electrical conductivity197, 200. The high capacity retention of the 50
wt% NC- SnO2 nanoparticles can be attributed to the optimum carbon-coating structure with the
highest amount of N-contents with smaller particles (from Table 5.1). The carbon layer can act
effectively as a buffer layer during cycling to alleviate the mechanical stress caused by the severe
volume change during lithium insertion/extraction, to prevent the disintegration of the active
materials and the aggregation of tin nanoparticles in the electrode. Optimizations of the carboncoating thickness by controlling the carbon content were also reported previously for enhanced
capacity and recyclability183. Too thick of a carbon layer can hinder the Li diffusion and
entrapped the reactive species, resulting in lowering the capacity.
In the case NC-Sn materials (Figure 5.4 (d)), the first cycle discharge/charge capacities
vary as follows: 1022/680, 1033/773, 1140/903, 866/682, 1136/853, and 1050/760 mAh g-1, with
coulombic efficiencies of 66.4, 74.8, 79.2, 78.7, 75.1, and 72.4%, for 85, 73, 60, 45, and 38 wt%
NC-SnO2 and pure Sn, respectively. The reversible capacity retentions after 50 cycles are 20%,
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23%, 51%, 42%, 30%, and 0.2 % for 85, 73, 60, 45, 38 wt% NC-Sn and pure Sn, respectively.
The 60 wt% NC-Sn shows the highest capacity retention after 50 cycles among all five NC-Sn
anodes of 462 mAhg-1 with 99% coulombic efficiency. This result is comparable to that reported
previously for carbon-incorporated Sn anodes without nitrogen-doping187,188,206. Morishita et
al.210 and Jung et al.203 achieved 500 and 357 mAhg-1 after 10 cycles at less than 50 mA/g current
density for non-N-doped carbon coated Sn particles. In contrast, Zhou et al. studied Sn
nanoparticles encapsulated in N-doped graphene particles and obtained 480 mAhg-1 at 100 mA/g
after 100 cycles with decaying capacity. It is possible that although the particle are entrapped
inside graphene layers, still experiencing the aggregation/pulverization during cycling for
lacking the protection of the individual particle by carbon. Carbon-coating helps to maintain the
electrical contact between the particles for the alleviation of severe volume change of tin.
Therefore, both N-doping and carbon-coatings of the particles are necessary for stable and
enhanced capacity retention.
Furthermore, the findings of this study suggest that with higher content of tin, the
particles are not completely encased by carbon, resulting in aggregation and cracking, leading to
deterioration of reversible capacity. However, with higher carbon (45 and 38 wt% Sn samples),
thick layers of carbon around the particles might hinder the Li+ ion diffusion to the Sn particles,
resulting in poor capacity. Only 60 wt% NC-Sn is showing the optimum thickness of carbon
coating (Fig. 3c) which reflects to the highest capacity retention. Similar trends were observed by
Morishita et al.210 who studied metallic Sn content of 96, 80 and 75 wt% to optimize the
thickness of the carbon coating and found best result for 75 wt% material.
In Figures 5.4 (e) and (f), the eminent electrode reactions are more clearly shown from
the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of NC-SnO2 (50 wt%) and NC-Sn (60 wt%) based on the best
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cyclic reversibility from Figures 5.4 (c) and (d). An apparent reduction peak at the potential
about 0.8 V (vs. Li/Li+) is observed during the first cycle and no longer appeared in the later
cycles, which can be assigned to the irreversible reduction of the SnO2 and electrolyte
decomposition. A broad reduction peak near 0.2 V (vs. Li/Li+) is attributed to the insertion of Li
into metallic Sn and carbon materials. The corresponding oxidation peak around 0.6 V (versus
Li/Li+) is also found. Another oxidation peak at about 1.3 V can be tentatively assigned to the
reactions on the electrode/electrolyte interface which degrades rapidly and no longer appears
after several cycles. The second and third CV curves completely merge together implying the
reversibility. Figure 5.4(f) shows the typical CV of NC-Sn (60 wt%) electrode in the initial three
cycles at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1 from 0.05 to 2 V. During the first cathodic sweep, the broad
reduction peak from 0.7 to 0.1 V is ascribed to both the reduction of Sn and the decomposition of
the electrolyte to form SEI film, corresponding to the capacity loss during the first cycle.
However, from the second cycle, three distinct peaks that are located at 0.33, 0.52, and 0.63 V
can be found, being initiated from the formation of LixSn alloy205 In the anodic sweep, oxidation
peaks between 0.4 and 0.9 V are assigned to the dealloying reaction of LixSn204. All peaks are
not completely reproducible after the first cycle. This indicates that the carbon-coating of the Sn
particles are not elastic enough to maintain the mechanical stress developed during
electrochemical cycling182.
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Figure 5.4 Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles for the first cycle (a) and (b), cyclic
performance at a current density of 100 mA/g (a) and (b), and cyclic voltammograms (scan rate
0.1 mV/sec) (e) and (f), for different NC-SnO2 and NC-Sn materials.
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5.3.5 XPS analysis
XPS measurements were performed only for NC-SnO2 50 wt% and NC-Sn 60 wt%
materials which exhibit the best electrochemical performance (Figure 5.5). The surface of NCSnO2 and NC-Sn are composed of 62 wt% and 74 wt% carbon. 6 wt% oxygen for NC-Sn is
probably initiated by the oxidation of the sample due to the exposure to the ambient air.
However, Sn contents on the surface of both 50 wt% NC-SnO2 and 60 wt% NC-Sn are detected
as only 12.8 and 13.3%, which are far less than the overall composites. This result suggests that
most of the SnO2 and Sn particles are encased inside the carbon. The nitrogen species are
introduced by the pyrolysis of PAN, and the as obtained nitrogen contents from XPS are
tabulated in table 5.3 as 10 and 6 wt% nitrogen in NC-SnO2 and NC-Sn materials, respectively.
The measurement shows that 10 and 9 wt% nitrogen in NC-SnO2 and NC-Sn, respectively. The
introduction of N improves the conductivity of the carbon layer and charge transfer at the
interface200. Detailed analysis of the high-resolution XPS spectra of the N 1s (inset pictures of
Figure 5.5) revealed three configurations of nitrogen binding: pyridinic N of 72 and 49 wt%,
Pyrrolic N of 11 and 29 wt%; and graphitic N of 17 and 22% for NC-SnO2 and NC-Sn,
respectively. It has been reported that pyridinic configuration is the most favorable for Li
cycling207-209 which creates strong binding energies with Li by generating defects, endorsing
stable Li hosting209. It is evident that NC-SnO2 has higher pyridinic N than NC-Sn, with a
relative difference of 18 units. Therefore, smaller particle size and higher pyridinnic N content
might influenced to higher Li+ storage capability for NC-SnO2 over NC-Sn.
The only variable in the preparation of these samples for NC-SnO2 or NC-Sn from PAN
is the carbonization temperature, indicating that temperature has significant effect on the amount
of N doping, its configurations, the nanoparticle size and types. In order to get the better
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performance for NC-Sn based materials, lower-temperature N-doped carbon coating technique
has been adopted for smaller Sn nanoparticles in the subsequent studies.

Table 5.3 XPS elemental composition of the prepared NC-SnO2, NC-Sn-200, and NC-Sn-18
materials.

NC-SnO2
wt%

CPS (a.u.)

CPS (a.u.)

C 1s
Sn 3d
N 1s
Pyridinic-N
Pyrrolic-N
Graphitic-N

61.9
12.8
10.3
71.6%
10.8%
17.5%

50 wt% SnO2
N1s

390

NC- Sn-200
wt%

Pyridinic N
Pyrrolic N
Graphitic N

400

NC-Sn-18
wt%

74.6
13.3
6.0
49.1%
28.9%
22.0%

Sn3d

CPS (a.u.)

Element

60 wt% Sn
N1s

390

410

70.8
20.9
2.8
73.5%
10.4%
16.1%

Pyridinic N
Pyrrolic N
Graphitic N

400

410

Binding Energy (eV)

Binding Energy (eV)

Sn3p
O 1s

Sn 4d

C 1s
N 1s
C 1s
N 1s

Sn 4d

0

200

400

Sn3d
O 1s

600

Sn3p

800

50 wt% SnO2
60 wt% Sn

1000

1200

Binding Energy (eV)
Figure 5.5 XPS spectra of 50 wt% NC-SnO2 and 60 wt% NC-Sn materials. Inset: High
resolution N 1s spectra of 50 wt% NC-SnO2 (left) and 60 wt% NC-Sn (right).
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5.3.6 Sn particle size modification
N-doped carbon coatings of nano-sized Sn particles were synthesized by low temperature
reduction technique with PVP as capping agent and carbon source. From Figure 5.6 (a), TGA
analysis revealed the Sn composition of 64 wt% by calculating from the equation199 : Sn (wt%) =
100 Χ (molecular weight of Sn/ molecular weight of SnO2) Χ (final weight of SnO2/ initial
weight of Sn-C materials). Figure 5.6 (b) shows the XRD patterns of commercial Sn and Ccoated Sn particles. The average Sn crystal sizes were calculated by using Scherrer’s equation 200
as 18 nm obtained from the strongest (200) peak (2θ = 31°), whereas commercial Sn has been
provided as > 100 nm. TEM (Figure 5.6 (c)) examination shows that Sn nanoparticles are fully
covered individually with thin layers of carbon. The inset of Figure 5.6 (c) shows the close-up
examination of one single particle, where external coating (< 5 nm thickness) is homogenously
conforming to its shape. From XRD and TEM analysis, the average particle size has been
confirmed as 18 nm. Hence, the material is denoted as NC-Sn-18, whereas, NC-Sn of 60 wt% as
NC-Sn-200 based on the particle size. Figure 5.6 (d) demonstrates the XPS spectra of NC-Sn-18
with the high resolution N 1s spectra configuration (inset). Table 5.3 summarizes the computed
surface composition of the particles. Carbon and nitrogen contents are found to be 70.8 and 2.8
wt%, respectively, indicating similar amount of nitrogen incorporation like literatures194-196. High
resolution XPS spectra of the N 1s peak in Figure 5.6 (d, inset) reveal that the binding
configurations with carbon are similar to those of NC-Sn-200: pyridinic N, pyrrolic N and
graphitic N, and the resulting binding is mostly pyridinic in nature (73.5%).
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Figure 5.6 TGA curve (a), XRD patterns (b), TEM images (c), and XPS spectra with inset of
high resolution N 1s spectra (d) of NC-Sn-18.

Figure 5.7(a) exhibits the charge/discharge voltage profiles for first three cycles of NCSn-18 anodes at 100 mA/g current density. First cycle discharge and charge capacities are 1116
mAhg-1 and 904 mAhg-1 and coulombic efficiency of 81% which is higher than NC-Sn-200
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(79%). In the voltage profiles, the characteristics plateaus are showing the same characteristics as
cabon-coated nano-sized Sn-based anodes184,192. All properties are tabulated in Table 5.4 for NCSn-18 and NC-Sn-200 materials. Figure 5.7(b) exhibits the cyclic performance at 100 and 500
mA/g for NC-Sn-18 and NC-Sn-200 anodes. It can be seen that the capacity retention is 650
mAhg-1 (at 100 mA/g) for NC-Sn-18 after 50 cycles, which is equivalent to 70% of reversible
charge capacity. At 500 mA/g, the capacity retentions are 432 and 241 mAhg-1 for NC-Sn-18 and
NC-Sn-200, respectively. Capacity decay in the first 10 cycles for the NC-18 material can be due
to the irreversible Li+ insertion into the disordered amorphous carbon structure and some extent
of electrolyte decomposition catalyzed by the presence of Sn particles. On the other hand,
irreversible capacity loss appears before the first 20 cycles for NC-Sn-200, which is attributed to
the pulverization of the large Sn particles as the carbon-shield fractures and falls apart with
cycling. Overall, the electrochemical performance of NC-Sn-18 is superior to the other carbon
coated materials reported previously184,192,193,210. These results suggest that smaller nanoparticles
provide the advantage of forming a stable SEI passivation layer. On the other hand, larger
particles experience continuous cracking and agglomeration due to the fracture of the carbon
protective layers, which promotes the formation of the SEI unremittingly, which results in the
capacity fading211. Cyclic voltammetry studies of NC-Sn-18 electrodes shows the characteristic
features of Li-Sn alloying212 (Figure 5.7(c)), corresponding to the reversible formation of the
different LixSn alloy phases213,214. However, the very broad anodic peak at about 0.1 V, indicates
lithium storage of carbonaceous materials215. Figure 5.7(d) displays the impedance spectra of two
materials of NC-Sn-18 and NC-Sn-200 before and after 50 cycles. NC-Sn-200 revealed higher
charge transfer resistance (Rct) than NC-Sn-18, before and after (inset of Figure 5.7 (d)) 50
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cycles. This is attributed to the increased polarization from the pulverized particles NC-Sn-200
and interface reaction with the electrolyte species upon cycling216.
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Figure 5.7 Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles for first, second and third cycles @ 100
mA/g (a), cyclic performance @ 100 and 500 mA/g (b), and cyclic voltammograms (scan rate
0.1 mV/sec) (c), and impedance spectroscopy before and after 50 cycles ( inset picture) (d) of
NC-Sn-18 and NC-Sn-200 anodes.
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Table 5.4 Compositions, average particle size, nitrogen contents, and first cycle
charge/discharge capacities @100 mA/g of various NC-Sn materials derived from PAN and
PVP.

Electrode

NC-Sn-18
NC-Sn-200

5.4

Sn

C
(wt%)

Particle
size
(nm)

Nitrogen
content
(wt%)

(wt%)
64
60

36
40

18
200

2.8
6.0

1st cycle specific
capacity
(mAh/g)
Discharge Charge
1116
904
1140
903

Summary
Ideal content of carbon in the carbon-coated particles of SnO2 and Sn could influence the

particle size and carbon layer thickness on the particles. Smaller particle size with optimum Ndoped carbon can reduce the strain development during cycling and also prevent the particles
from aggregation and hence the pulverization, which improves the cycling performance of the
anode materials.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Conclusions
The Sn/C ratio and microstructure of SnO2–graphene nanocomposite anode can

dramatically affect the electrochemical properties of Li-ion batteries. Optimized anode structure
was obtained for 25/75 wt% SnO2–graphene composite containing 2–3 nm SnO2 nanoparticles
with 2 nm inter-particle distance, which noticeably enhanced the electrochemical properties of
SnO2–graphene composite anodes. The excellent discharge capacity retention and rate capability
of 25/75 wt% SnO2–graphene composite compared to higher Sn contents may be attributed to: (i)
optimal particle size (ii) well-distributed nanoparticles with good inter-particle distance, (iii)
formation of stable electrode–electrolyte interface during cycling, and (iv) increased synergistic
effects of both graphene and SnO2.
Physical and electrochemical properties of pure and ternary mixtures of pyrrolidinium
and imidazolium based ILs were investigated. Conductivity and lithium transference number of
the ternary mixtures demonstrate higher values and fair anodic stability compared to pure
PYR14TFSI IL. 4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+ IL represents the highest rechargeability and efficiency of
the Li-O2 cell with the largest capacity retention among all electrolytes mixtures. The
reversibility of this optimal electrolyte is also evident from the CV, FESEM and XRD patterns,
where Li2O2 and Li2CO3 are identified in the discharged cell, which are reoxidized during the
first charge cycle. The EIS study also revealed reduced electrode polarization for the optimum
ratio (4:1 BMIM+: PYR14+) of ILs in the mixture after 25 cycles. The rechargeability of the Li-O2
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cell has been demonstrated for 50 cycles with high coulombic efficiency in this study, which can
be attributed to the synergistic effects of enhanced stability and conductivity from the 4:1
BMIM+:PYR14- IL.
NC-SnO2 and NC-Sn materials were synthesized by carbonization of PAN at different
temperatures of 500 and 700 °C followed by carbothermal reduction in an inert atmosphere. The
SnO2 and Sn particles were successfully encapsulated within the N-doped carbon layers. The 50
wt % NC-SnO2 and 60 wt% NC-Sn presented better capacity retentions with optimum carbon
contents/coating. Modified size of Sn particles of 18 nm diameter with the N-doped conductive
coating was also synthesized successfully which exhibited superior specific capacity, rate
performance and excellent capacity retention ability. The results demonstrate that N-doped
carbon coating with optimum thickness and smaller particles play important role in Sn-based
anode materials for lithium-ion battery applications.
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6.2

Future Work
Improvements of the N-containing carbon-coating on Sn/SnO2 nanoparticles can be

established by the incorporation of graphene. Graphene can enhance the dispersivity of the
nanoparticles and increase the surface area of active materials for electrochemical reactions.
Moreover, graphene can increase the specific capacity by the synergistic effects. Homogeneous
N-doped carbon coating with graphene can form an excellent conjugated system that can
effectively promote the electrical conductivity and contribute to the improved electrochemical
properties.
Stability of the ternary ionic liquid electrolytes against the superoxide radical (O2•−)
produced upon discharge at the Li-O2 battery’s cathode will be pursued by rotating ring disc
electrode (RRDE) voltammetry study. By measuring the rate constant of oxygen redox reactions
(ORR) and also the diffusion coefficients and solubility of O2 in the ternary ILs, the discharge
reaction mechanism can be elucidated.
Employing the bi-functional perovskite catalyst LaCe0.1Fe0.5Mn0.5O3 to Li-O2 battery, the
overpotential or polarization losses at the cathode during discharge/charge will be investigated. It
has been revealed by our previous work that LaCe0.1Fe0.5Mn0.5O3 catalyst can decline the
discharge overpotential in the first cycle. Utilizing the optimized ternary IL electrolyte,
synergistic effects of the catalyst and electrolyte will be explicated.
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Due to rapid increase in energy demand, modern society necessitates to develop high
power, light-weight, and more economical energy storage systems. Rechargeable Li-ion batteries
and Li-oxygen batteries have become the most promising energy devices in terms of energy and
power densities. Diverse research on these battery components is being carried out by
researchers worldwide to improve power density to meet the future requirements. The possible
routes to improving power density of Li-ion as well as Li-oxygen batteries is to use
nanostructured, hybrid electrode materials since they can significantly enhance kinetics of
electrochemical reactions; and ion-conducting, low volatile electrolytes since they can improve
ionic diffusion and transport properties.
This dissertation focuses on a systematic approach in developing highly efficient SnO2
and Sn electrodes for rechargeable Li-ion batteries and ionic-liquid electrolytes for rechargeable
Li-oxygen batteries. SnO2/graphene nanohybrids and carbon-coated SnO2 as well as Sn
nanostructured materials are prepared using new approaches and optimized conditions to achieve
high Li-ion battery performances. Systematic structural, morphological, and electrochemical

125

studies are performed to understand the influence of carbon additive/coating as well as particle
size/inter-particle spacing on the specific capacity, rate capability, and cycling performance.
These studies provide insights into design and development of anode materials for high power
Li-ion batteries.
One of the biggest challenges hindering development of rechargeable, non-aqueous Li–
O2 battery is the selection of a stable electrolyte in the oxidative environment. In the present
study, ternary mixed ionic-liquid electrolytes consisting of pyrrolidinium [N-butyl-Nmethylpyrrolidinium+ (PYR14+)] and imidazolium [1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium+ (BMIM+)]
based bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide (TFSI-) with LiTFSI salt is investigated. The influence
of ratio between PYR14+ and BMIM+ species as well as total concentration of electrolyte on the
Li-O2 battery performance is studied.
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